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This brief is written in reply to the Brief of Third Party Defendant and Appellee,
Diversified Metal Products, Inc. (DMP).
In reviewing the Reply Brief of DMP it is apparent that it is attempting to secure
favorable results on appeal without setting forth the facts of this case which will show
substantial issues that must be determined by a jury.
DMP bases its claim in support of Summary Judgment on the fact that there was
some delay in Plaintiff filing its response to the DMP Memorandum in Support for
Summary Judgment. Throughout this case, there have been numerous informal
agreements relative to the extension of time and Heatsource did not feel taking some
additional time on its Reply Memorandum would prompt a Motion to Strike.
The Memorandum was filed in the court below on August 17, 2005. The response
of Plaintiff to that Memorandum was filed on September 27, 2005. Both the
Memorandum in Support and the Response are attached hereto as Exhibits "A" and "B".
Importantly, without giving Heatsource attorney any prior notice or opportunity to
immediately file a response, DMP filed a Motion to Strike Plaintiffs response to the
Memorandum in Support for Motion for Summary Judgment.
This motion was not granted by the lower Court. It is clearly understood without
reference to cases, that this was a matter of discretion of the Court. The Court did not
abuse its discretion in this matter and DMP does not, anywhere in its Brief, allege that the
Court violated its discretion. Hence, it is not an appealable issue.

Plaintiffs response to the Motion for Summary Judgment by DMP was before the
Court in the argument on the Motion for Summary Judgment. It is still before the Court
on Appeal.
DMP did not cite to the Court the recent decision of this case in Bluffdale City v.
Smith, 2007 P.3d (2007 Utah Appeals 25) or any of the authority from the Appellate
Courts cited therein. The Court ruled in part:
"The district court's discretion in enforcing compliance with
rule 7(c)(3)(B) has been addressed in several cases decided
under the former but comparable rule 4-501(2)(B) of the Utah
Rules of Judicial Administration. This court in Fennell v.
Green, 2003 UT App 291, 77 P.3d 339, relying on the
supreme court's ruling in Lovendahl v. Jordan School District
2002 UT 130, 63 P.3d 705, held that the trial court did not
abuse its discretion in deeming facts admitted due to
noncompliance with rule 4-501(2)(B). See Fennell 2003 UT
App 291 at Tf8; Lovendahl 2002 UT 130 at ^|50 ("[A]ll facts
set forth in the movant's statement of facts are 'deemed
admitted for the purpose of summary judgment unless
specifically controverted by the opposing party's statement.'"
(emphasis added) (quoting Utah R. Jud. Admin. 4501(2)(B))).
Since then, the supreme court in Salt Lake County v. Metro
West Ready Mix, Inc., 2004 UT 23, 89 P.3d 155, declined to
accept, for purposes of summary judgment and appeal, the
facts as stated by the defendant based on the plaintiffs failure
to comply with rule 4-501(2)(B). In Metro West, the
plaintiffs "opposing memorandum did not set forth disputed
facts listed in numbered sentences in a separate section." Id. at
%L?> n.4. However, the supreme court, in a footnote, ruled
plaintiffs failure to comply with the technical requirements of
rule 4-501(2)(b) to be harmless because "the disputed facts
were clearly provided in the body of the memorandum with
applicable record references." Id. Later, the supreme court in
Anderson Development Co. v. Tobias, 2005 UT 36, 116 P.3d
323, acknowledged that the trial court had discretion to either
2

grant summary judgment for noncompliance with rule 4-501
or to hear the motion on its merits. See id. at ^[21 n.3 ("While
the district court could have granted [the defendants'] motion
for summary judgment on the basis of [the plaintiffs]
noncompliance with rule 4-501, it exercised its discretion to
address the motion on its merits....")."
On the 18th day of February, 2005, counsel for DMP took the Deposition of
Andrew Nelson and questioned him extensively on this case. Pages 1-71 for ease of
reference are attached as Exhibit "C".
All of the alleged supplemental undisputed material facts of DMP's Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment are found in the Deposition of Nelson.
Referring to the alleged undisputed material facts, we find the following:
10. DMP and Bechtel entered into an agreement to
provide a Salt Melting and Processing Probe System (the
"System") to be used in Bechtel's completion of its project for
the United States Department of Energy in Tennessee. First
Amended Complaint, f5; Affidavit of James H. Maupin
("MaupinAff.")1f1[3,5.
Response. Not disputed.
11. DMP subcontracted with DCS, and under that
subcontract, DCS was required to produce the heaters that
were part of the System. Deposition of Herb Pollard of DMP
("Pollard Depo."), 18:14-18 (Exhibit 1); Deposition of John
Weeks of DCS ("Weeks Depo."), 67:24-25 (Exhibit 2);
Deposition of Todd Lindstrom of DCS ("Lindstrom Depo."),
11:10-13; 12:19-13:9; 43:23-44:2 (Exhibit 3); Deposition of
Andrew Nelson of Heatsource ("Nelson Depo."), 192:24193:15 (Exhibit 4).
Response. Not disputed.
12. DCS subcontracted with Heatsource in September
2000 to produce a five-zone heater as part of the System.
3

Pollard Depo., 11:19-21; 31:15-32:2; 75:2-6 (Exhibit 1);
Weeks Depo., 62:19-63:11 (Exhibit 2); 68:1-2; Lindstrom
Depo., 24:8-13; 41:11-23; 50:13-17 (Exhibit 3); Deposition of
Darin Wood of DCS ("Wood Depo."), 8:13-17; 84:4-11
(Exhibit 5); Nelson Depo., 149:1-2; 192:24-193:15; 194:24195:6 (Exhibit 4).
Response. This statement is disputed. Heatsource was never given a subcontract,
but rather was issued a purchase order by DCS. A copy is attached as "Exhibit D". This
document has been in the record since the very beginning of this law suit.
13. Under its subcontract, Heatsource was required to
produce the heaters for the System and included the testing of
such products. Wood Depo.; 95:5-17; 96:4-19 (Exhibit 5);
Nelson Depo., 194:11-14; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
Response. Heatsource was issued a purchase order for the five (5) zone heater
system (see Exhibit D). It did not include testing and DCS refused to pay for the testing.
Heatsource, however, on its own account, tested one zone and forwarded the test results
to DCS and attached as Exhibit "E". The Nelson Deposition testimony in this regard
commences at page 24:22 over to page 25:15. It is surprising that DMP would claim that
Heatsource agreed to test the product. The Deposition citations in 13 did not support the
conclusion that Heatsource was to perform testing.
14. The cost of building the System and all of the
equipment and components as required by the contract
specifications was within the scope of the contracts and
subcontracts between Bechtel and DMP, DMP and DCS, and
then DCS and Heatsource. Pollard Depo., 94:9-18 (Exhibit
1).
Response. Disputed. The purchase order was not part of the contract between
Bechtel, DMP and DCS. See pages 18-20 of the Nelson Deposition. There is nothing in
4

the purchase order that testing the heaters was part of the purchase order. Heatsource was
never given any access to contracts and subcontracts between Bechtel and DMP and DMP
and DCS until this litigation was commenced. The deposition testimony of Nelson in this
regard on page 19:18:
"All alright. So it's fair to say that you never relied on
the specifications at any time if you never saw them?
A. Correct. ..."
15. The production and testing of the heaters was
included in the subcontract between DCS and Heatsource. Wood
Depo., 95:5-17 (Exhibit 5); 96:4-19; Nelson Depo, 194:11-14;
194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
Response. Disputed. Testing was never part of the purchase order between DCS
and Heatsource. The citation to the Deposition of Andrew Nelson does not support the
conclusion that the purchase order provided for testing. The testimony in the Deposition
commenced on Page 24:22 - 25:15 attached as Exhibit "F".
Obviously the dispute over testing was resolved by Heatsource proposing to test
one (1) zone at its cost, to which DCS agreed and that was independent of the purchase
order which had not been issued at that point.
16. The specifications for the System did not change
during performance of the contract. Pollard Depo., 40:14-19;
71:20-21; 72:11-17; 83:13-16 (Exhibit 1); Lindstrom Depo,
50:25-51:4 (Exhibit 3); Wood Depo, 65:11-17; 91:21
(Exhibit 5); Nelson Depo, 197:22-24; Nelson Depo. II,
42:14-18 (Exhibit 4).
Response. The citations to the Deposition of Andrew Nelson are inaccurate and
incomplete. Andrew Nelson never saw the specification until after the first generation
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heaters had been delivered. The full testimony of Nelson begins on 196:4-197:19 as
follows:
"Q. Do you think that if Bechtel Jacobs had contracted
with DMP to receive heat proves according to a spec an if that
spec never changed, would it then be fair for BJC to require
full performance under that contract?
MR. GARRETT: I don't understand that
question myself, do you?
MR. BERNARD: It took me a while to write it.
THE WITNESS: The answer is no.
Q. (By Mr. Bernard): the answer is no, you don't think
it would be fair for them to require performance if the
specification never changed?
A. Not from us.
Q. Okay. From DMP, would it be fair for Bechtel
Jacobs to require DMP - A. Sure, sure. They give them a written statement.
Q. And why wouldn't it be fair that you were
subcontracted down the chain there, three times, why
wouldn't it be fair to hold you to that same standard?
A. Because we weren't given a written spec. We were
fed pieces of information that we basically had to provide
DCS with firm feedback as to what they were asking for.
Q. Do whose fault was that though?
A. That's - - I ' d say that was DCS's fault. But the - ultimately, we delivered a probe based on what we had
quoted. And those probes were taken to another place that we
weren't aware of and put through a series of tests that we
were never designed to undergo and then we were told to
develop a product that would survive that level of exposure or
testing.
Q. Do you have knowledge now that the specification
itself never changed during this entire process?
A. I don't agree with that statement, the testing
requirements - 17. The work performed by Heatsource was part of
Heatsource's obligations under the subcontract with DCS.
Pollard Depo., .76:17-23; 80:5-8 (Exhibit 1); Nelson Depo.,
194:11-14; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
6

Response. Disputed. Heatsource was not obligated under a subcontract with DCS.
It was obligated under a purchase order. The full testimony in that regard is as follows
(Nelson Depo, 194:11-18):
"Q. Was your work part of that solution, of the chain,
the heater probe that you were to prepare?
A. Sure.
Q. Was that part of the - A. That's why Bechtel told us to do it, sure, they were
going to use it on their project."
18.Bechtel accepted the System on August 9, 2001.
Response. Bechtel accepted the system including the second generation heaters on
or about August 9, 2001.
19. Heatsource did not ask for or request additional money
until it submitted a request for equitable adjustment ("REA")
through DMP to Bechtel on August 23, 2001. Nelson Depo.,
195:11-18 (Exhibit 4); Pollard Depo., 53:16-54:2; 79:11-19
(Exhibit 1); Wood Depo., 64:16-22 (Exhibit 5).
Response. Heatsource did not request additional money for the second generation
heater until on or about August 23, 2001. At the request of DMP, the amount of the cost
to Bechtel was submitted through DMP.
20. Heatsource was fully compensated in the contract
with DCS for all work performed under the contract.
Response. Disputed. Heatsource was fully compensated under the purchase order
for the first generation heater. That is a correct statement.
21. Andy Nelson was the sole shareholder for E & M
Sales West, Inc. Nelson Depo., 6:1-7 (Exhibit 4).
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Response. Andy Nelson was the sole shareholder of E & M Sales West, Inc. dba
as Heatsource, but Process Development, of which Heatsource is now a dba, is owned by
Mr. Nelson and his wife, Elizabeth. See page 5 of the Nelson Depo. attached as Exhibit
"G".
22. Mr. Nelson testified that a claim was not filed against
DCS because "we were instructed to do specific work by Bechtel
Jacobs' employees and told that we would be compensated for
that and - and then interfaced directly with Bechtel Jacobs'
employees, deliver those products. And so we didn't feel that
DMP or DCS was bound in that transaction, because the
instructions came directly from Bechtel Jacobs." Nelson Depo.,
14:10-24 (Exhibit 4).
Response. The quotation from the deposition is correct, but Heatsource has now
filed a claim against DMP. The claim against DMP and the claim against Bechtel Jacobs
are separate and distinct. Each party promised compensation to Heatsource if it
completed the second generation heaters in a timely manner at the request of both parties.

The balance of this brief will be to discuss certain portions of the subject matter
and the various headings in the Reply Brief of DMP.
ARGUMENT
I. The trial court erred in granting Summary Judgment to DMP on all
Heatsource claims.
DMP, again, attempts to make the point that Heatsource failed to comply with
Rule 7(c)(3)(B). As noted above, the lower court did not grant Plaintiffs Motion to
Strike the Heatsource Reply to the Motion for Summary Judgment and furthermore, the
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partial deposition of Andrew Nelson attached hereto, clearly sets forth the points of issue
between Heatsource and DMP and fully complies with the ruling of this Court in the case
of Bluffdale City v. Smith, 2007 P.3d (2007 Utah Appeals 25). The reliance of DMP on
this point must fail.
The Heatsource case against DMP is two fold. First, there is an oral agreement
between DMP and Heatsource to produce and timely deliver the second generation units.
Second, if the contract action fails, then Heatsource has a claim for restitution.
//. The trial court erred in granting Summary Judgment to DMP on Heatsource
claim of Breach of Contract.
It will not be disputed that DMP had a written contract with Bechtel Jacobs and as
part of that contract, DMP was required to produce heaters that are the subject of this
lawsuit. It did not have the capability of designing and manufacturing the heaters. It
subcontracted that job and parts of the work to Diversified Control Systems (DCS), a
sister company. DCS contacted Heatsource regarding the heaters because Heatsource did
have that capability. DCS specified the heater must reach and hold 650° C. and
eventually issued a purchase order. Before the purchase order was issues, DCS declined
to pay for testing. Heatsource agreed to test one zone at its expense, and did so. The test
results are attached hereto as Exhibit "E". The test results show that the heater reached
and held 650° C which is the temperature specified by DCS, for the requisite number of
hours.
The 650°C heater temperature given to Heatsource by DCS was corroborated by
the report of Bill Huxtable (copy attached as Exhibit "H"). This report was never
9

provided to Heatsource until long after this litigation was commenced. This report is in
direct contradiction to the specifications for this project (incidentally, the specification
was never furnished to Heatsource until after this litigation was commenced).
DMP was contracted to BJC to furnish the heater. On June 27, 2001, following
the failure of the first generation heater to reach 800°C, a temperature never given to
Heatsource until the June 27, 2001 meeting. On June 27, 2001. a meeting was held in
Idaho Falls at the plant of DMP. Representatives of Bechtel, DMP, DCS and Heatsource
were at that meeting. Andrew Nelson gave a presentation on several concepts and also
presented a second generation heater involving a U-bent technology (the meeting Nelson
had with the BJC representatives will be discussed in more detail in the reply to its brief).
Following the presentation BJC personnel instructed Andrew Nelson to pursue the U-bent
technology as roughly shown in the prototype Nelson brought to the meeting and to
produce heaters that reached and held 800°C and that they must be delivered in a very
short time. Heatsource accepted this verbal agreement.
Following the meeting, Andrew Nelson met with Herb Pollard of DMP and Darrin
Wood of DCS. This meeting is described by Nelson on page 67:11-68:1 of his deposition
as follows:
"Q. Herb never told you that DMP was going to pay
you, did he?
A. We had specific discussions after the 27th meeting.
I think Darin - - Darin was there - - was there and we were - as well, and we were discussing how we were basically - - the
administration of this and Herb , you know, emphasized the - emphasized the team concept in making the - - the goals of
Bechtel and joint goals of all involved at that point. And
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assured us that - - you know, assured me specifically that we
would - - you know, working together both as a team to solve
the technical issue and working as a team to get along with
Bechtel's acknowledgement that we were going to - - we'd be
compensated for our work."
and 96:14-97:18:
"A. I was - - I was working with - - as far as those
items, I would have been working with Herb Pollard as the
project manager.
Q.
Okay. And your testimony was that Herb didn't
tell you that but he was in a room when others said that - A. He was in the room - Q. - - to Bechtel Jacobs?
A. - - when that was said, but he also - - he also
reiterated it and spoke as a group and as a team that we would
work together to solve the problem and that people would be
compensated.
Q. When did that conversation with Herb take place?
A. It would have been in the same - - it would have
been in that same - - time frame.
Q. Okay. I'm confused now, because I asked you
before if anyone from DMP told you that DMP would pay you
and you told me no. Is that not a true testimony?
A. That wasn't your question just now. Your question
was- Q. I'm talking about paying - A. - - did anybody from DMP say we would get paid.
Q. By DMP?
MR. GARRETT: One at a time.
THE WITNESS: He said we'd get - - he said
we'd get paid."
This is a case of breach of an oral agreement. The oral agreement is clearly
defined in the testimony of Andrew Nelson quoted above. There was an offer made by
DMP to have Heatsource design and manufacture the second generation heater. One,
there was an offer; Two, Heatsource accepted that offer and expected payment therefore;
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Three, DMP promised. Heatsource designed and manufactured the second generation
heaters which reached the temperature of 800°C when tested; accepted by B JC and used
in the Salt Melter Project at Oakridge, Tennessee. An oral contract existed between DMP
and Heatsource. However, when BJC refused to pay for the heaters after full
performance by Heatsource, DMP did not pay.
If for any reason an oral contract is not found by this Court, then the doctrine of
restitution applied.
This is a case of restitution and fits the criteria of Utah cases such as Sachs v.
Lessor, 2000 Utah App. 169, 578 Utah Adv. Rpt. 9.
The testimony of Andrew Nelson shows that the Defendant (DMP) requested the
Plaintiff to perform the work; Plaintiff expected to be fully compensated for the work and
services; and Defendant knew or should have known that Plaintiff expected
compensation. In fact, DMP promised compensation and that completed the contract.
See Sachs v. Lessor, 2000 Utah App. 169, 578 Utah Adv. Rpt. 9.
The case of Davies et. al v. Olson et. al., 746 P.2d 264, discusses concepts that
also fit the facts of this case:
"Quantum meruit has two distinct branches. Both branches,
however, are rooted in "justice," see Lakeshore Fin. Corp. v.
Comstock, 587 F.Supp. 426, 429 (W.D.Mich. 1984), to
prevent the defendant's enrichment at the plaintiffs expense.
See Hazelwood Water Dist v. First Union Management, Inc.,
78 Or.App. 226, 715P.2d498 (1986).
Contract implied in law, also known as quasi-contract or
unjust enrichment, is one branch of quantum meruit. A quasicontract is not a contract at all, but rather is a legal action in
restitution. See 1 A. Corbin, Corbin on Contracts § 19, at 44,
12

46 (1963). The elements of a quasi-contract, or a contract
implied in law, are: (1) the defendant received a benefit; (2)
an appreciation or knowledge by the defendant of the benefit;
(3) under circumstances that would make it unjust for the
defendant to retain the benefit without paying for it. See
Berrett v. Stevens, 690 P.2d 553, 557 (Utah 1984) (using the
term "unjust enrichment"). The measure of recovery under
quasi-contract, or contract implied in law, is the value of the
benefit conferred on the defendant (the defendant's gain) and
not the detriment incurred by the plaintiff, see First Inv. Co. v.
Andersen, 621 P.2d 683, 687 (Utah 1980), or necessarily the
reasonable value of the plaintiffs services.
A contract implied in fact is the second branch of
quantum meruit. A contract implied in fact is a "contract"
established by conduct. See Restatement (Second) of
Contracts § 5 comment a (1981). The elements of a contract
implied in fact are: (1) the defendant requested the plaintiff to
perform work; (2) the plaintiff expected the defendant to
compensate him or her for those services; and (3) the
defendant knew or should have known that the plaintiff
expected compensation. See Kintz v. Read, 28 Wash.App.
731, 626 P.2d 52, 55 (1981); see also Restatement (Second)
of Contracts § 5 comment a (1981) (providing that terms of
promise or agreement are those expressed in language of
parties or implied in fact from other conduct); 1 S. Williston,
Williston on Contracts § 3, at 8—10 (1957) (defining implied
in fact contracts as obligations arising from mutual agreement
and intent to promise where parties do not express agreement
and promise in words); 1 A. Corbin, Cor bin on Contracts §
18 (1963) (noting that implied contracts impose contractive
duty by reason of promissory expression and are no different
than express contracts, although different in mode of
expressing assent). "Technically, recovery in contract implied
in fact is the amount the parties intended as the contract price.
If that amount is unexpressed, courts will infer that the parties
intended the amount to be the reasonable market value of the
plaintiffs services." Kovacic, A Proposal to Simplify
Quantum Meruit Litigation, 35 Am.U.L. Rev. 547, 556
(1986)."
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When Heatsource completed the second generation heater and delivered it timely
to DMP for testing and it was accepted by Bechtel and used in its Melter Process, DMP
received a substantial benefit because it was no longer liable to Bechtel for that part of its
contract. It did not have the capability to produce a heater and necessarily had to rely on
Heatsource. Heatsource assumed that project and delivered. Under those circumstances
it is impossible to understand why the trial court granted summary judgment when there is
a substantial question of fact for the jury.
777. DMP Breached its convening of Good Faith and Fair Dealing.
A contact existed between Heatsource and DMP. All of the facts surrounding this
matter indicate that there was an oral agreement between DMP and Heatsource and meets
the requirements for compensation under the restitution doctrine of implied contract.
The deposition testimony of Andrew Nelson quoted herein and attached to this
reply show several paramount facts:
1. DMP had contracted with Bechtel to provide certain goods and services relative
to the nuclear clean up at Oakridge, Tennessee. Part of the contract obligated DMP to
produce heaters to be used in the project. Without the heaters, the project could not
proceed. Neither BJC or DMP and DCS had the capability of designing and producing
the heaters. They necessarily relied on Heatsource.
2. Heatsource never received a written contract from DCS. But after several
months of discussions and negotiations, a purchase order was issued to Heatsource to
produce and deliver the heaters. Testing was not involved and DCS refused to pay for
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testing. However, Heatsource did test one zone at its expense. This was agreed to by
DCS.
3. A critical fact is that DCS told Nelson and others at Heatsource that the heater
must reach and hold 650°C. This is corroborated by Bechtel Engineer Bill Huxtable, see
Exhibit "H".
4. Heatsource produced the first generation heaters in accordance with the
instructions of DCS. Heatsource was never furnished with a written specification or
written testing requirements until after the first generation heaters were delivered to
DMP.
5. DMP tested the first generation heaters in open air and ramped up the
temperature far in excess of 650°C. These procedures caused the heaters to fail.
6. Following failure, on June 27, 2001, a meeting was held at Idaho Falls, Idaho at
DMP attended by personnel of BJC, DMP, DCS and Heatsource. The deposition
testimony of Andrew Nelson clearly sets forth facts giving rise to oral contract, breach of
the covenant of good faith and fair dealing and other elements of restitution. Even though
disputed, the evidence given by Andrew Nelson is sufficient to preclude summary
judgment in favor of DMP and BJC.
7. A jury will find that DMP was obligated to produce the heater under its
contract with BJC and that BJC was under time constraints to move the project along.
DCS was not now involved because Heatsource had fully performed its purchase order
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with DCS and delivered a heater that reached and held 650°C (see test results, Exhibit
"E"). DCS paid Heatsource in full for the performance of the purchase order.
8. It was determined at the June 27, 2001 meeting, that even though DMP and
Heatsource had made attempts to modify the first generation heater, they could not get it
to reach 800°C, which was now the temperature demanded by BJC and totally contradicts
the earlier engineering report of Bill Huxtable (Exhibit "H".)
9. At the meeting, BJC executives Rick Dearholt and Robert Szozda promised to
pay Heatsource for the work on the U-bent technology if the heaters met and held the
800°C temperature and were supplied in a very short time. Heatsource completed,
performed and met those requirements.
10. In the time same time frame, at a separate meeting, DMP urged Heatsource to
produce the second generation heaters in a timely fashion and that it (DMP) would
compensate Heatsource for its time on the project which had become a research and
development job.
It is important that in fact there were two separate contracts. One with BJC and
one with DMP.
11. Heatsource did perform.
12. Then at the request of DMP, Heatsource submitted its bill for services through
DMP to Bechtel for equitable adjustment. Bechtel denied payment stating that nothing
had changed in the specification. That response is disingenuous. The original
specification for the heater had not been rewritten, but as a matter in fact, many things
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had changed requiring an entirely new and different technology to reach and hold the
800°C temperature required by Bechtel. See the report of Professor de Nevers, Exhibit
6CT55

13. DMP asserts in its reply brief that it did everything it was required to do within
its relationship with Heatsource. That is not true. DMP neglects to point out that in its
contract with B JC it was obligated to produce the heaters. When Bechtel Jacobs failed to
pay Heatsource, DMP did not pay under a separate contract. It was dependent upon
Heatsource because it did not have the expertise or capabilities to produce the heaters.
Failure of DMP to compensate Heatsource was a breach of the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing.
The Utah Courts in a number of decisions have stated that implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing generally inhere all contractual relationships. See Prince v.
Bear River Mat Ins. Co., 56 P.3d 524 (2002 UT 68).
Our research does not reveal that the appellate courts have restricted the covenant
to only express written contracts. The covenant must certainly apply to all contracts
including oral contracts, and contracts implied in fact and in law.
IV. The Heatsource claim for unjust enrichment does not fail and summary
judgment should not have been granted on that point.
Under paragraph D. of the response brief of DMP it is states:
"Plaintiffs claim for unjust enrichment cannot be
pursued in this case because an actual contract existed which
covered the required performance ...
All work performed by Heatsource was subject to the
express contract with DCS."
17

We attach a copy of the purchase order issued by DCS as Exhibit

.

Neither of the above quotations are true. The evidence in this record and
particularly the deposition testimony of Andrew Nelson completely destroys the concept
that all of the work performed by Heatsource both first and second generation heaters was
embraced within the purchase order issued by DCS. By way of summary:
Verbal instructions were given to Heatsource to produce a 650°C heater. The
purchase order did not contain an agreement for testing and DCS refused to pay for
testing. However, one zone was tested by Heatsource per subsequent agreement of DCS.
Test results were furnished that showed the heat reached and sustained a temperature of
650°C which was the temperature supplied verbally by DCS. The heaters were shipped to
DMP when complete at the instruction of DCS and tested by DMP in open air at
temperatures far above the 650°C design. At that point the heaters failed. None of this
was the fault of Heatsource; it performed the purchase order as verbally instructed by
DCS and DCS paid for the heaters. DMP would have the Court believe that the work that
Heatsource performed in design, manufacturing and testing a second generation heater
was part of that original contract. Of course it was not and DMP cannot supply any
evidence that it was. In fact, the second generation heater was very different from the
original. See page 208:1 -14 which reads:
U

Q. (By Mr. Benard) Explain to me why the U-bent
technology switched you over into a research and
development category of project?
A. The - - the expansion rates of - - the expansion
rates of the tubular heating element are different than of split
18

sheathing element. The pin design for the transition pin is a
different unit. The original - - the original slugs could not
take the temperature of the higher heat specification, so we
had to shift to a copper slug rather than a brass. And that in
itself presented immense machining difficulties. The way the
connections are made to each of the heaters is completely
different."
DMP was obligated to provide BJC with heaters. When the initial first generation
heaters failed DMP was obligated to produce a heater that met the 800°C heater
demanded by BJC. This would have been a very costly project for DMP unless it could
rely on Heatsource. DMP promised compensation to Heatsource if it could produce the
800°C heater in a very short time. Heatsource accomplished this task and thereby
relieved DMP of a substantial financial burden. Both BJC and DMP were separately
liable to Heatsource because both promised compensation to Heatsource if it could
produce the second generation heater. Heatsource did produce the heater; it was accepted
by BJC and used in its nuclear cleanup.
In the recent case of McKay Dee Credit Union v. Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation, 2008 UT App 167, the Court sets forth the requirements for unjust
enrichment:
"First, there must be a benefit conferred on one person
by another. Second, the conferee must appreciate or have
knowledge of the benefit. Finally, there must be "the
acceptance or retention by the conferee of the benefit under
such circumstances as to make it inequitable for the conferee
to retain the benefit without payment of its value."
The case underscores the fact that a benefit must be conferred upon a conferee.
The fact is that the second generation heater met the expectation of BJC and relieved
19

DMP of a substantial monetary obligation. DMP should not be allowed to accept that
benefit without payment.
DMP cannot deny that it received a benefit when Heatsource provided the second
generation heater and it cannot deny that it promised compensation to Heatsource. It
should be made to pay.
CONCLUSION
It is respectfully submitted that the lower court erred in granting DMP a Summary
Judgment on the claims of Plaintiff. If there is a sufficient question of fact for the jury,
Summary Judgment is inappropriate. Heatsource has produced evidence in this record as
noted above that it was given a purchase order by DCS, a sister company of DMP, for
probe heaters that would reach the ultimate temperature of 650°C. DCS would not pay
for testing but nonetheless Heatsource tested one heater at its cost per agreement with
DCS. The test results show that the heater reached and held the 650°C temperature
without failure.
Later, all of the heaters were delivered to DMP at the instruction of DCS. DMP
tested the heaters in open air at a temperature far in excess of 650°C and the heaters
failed. June 27, 2001 is a critical date. At a meeting at DMP of personnel of DMP, DCS,
BJC and Heatsource, Heatsource demonstrated other technologies to meet the now reveal
demand of BJC for 800°C heater. Rick Dearholt instructed Heatsource to produce heaters
using a U-bent technology and stated that it would pay Heatsource if the heaters would
20

met 800°C and be delivered in a very short time. Heatsource performed completely. The
heaters were tested and accepted by BJC, delivered to Oakridge, Tennessee and
successfully used in the project.
Following that meeting, a meeting between DMP and Heatsource confirmed the
meeting with Dearholt and instructed Heatsource further, that if it produced the heaters
and delivered them in a short time, Heatsource would be compensated by DMP. The
agreements proffered by BJC and DMP were separate and independent. When the heaters
were produced and accepted, a tremendous financial benefit was conferred upon DMP.
This factual analysis is supported by the record. It should prevail in this case. However,
at the very least, it creates factual issues to be resolved by a jury and Summary Judgment
must be reversed.

,

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this J2L. day of May, 2008.
GARRETT & GARRETT

Edward M. Garrett
Attorney for Appellants
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I hereby certify that on this
day of May, 2008,1 caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing REPLY BRIEF OF PLAINTIFF / APPELLANT E & M SALES WEST
INC., dba HEATSOURCE to be mailed, first class, postage prepaid to the following:
Bryan Benard
HOLLAND & HART
60 East South Temple #2000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorney for Bechtel Jacobs, LLC
Michael W. Homer
Kevin D. Swenson
SUITTERAXLAND
th
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EXHIBIT "A"

Michael W. Homer (#1535)
Jesse C. Trentadue (#4961)
Kevin D. Swenson (#5803)
SUITTERAXLAND, PLLC
8 East Broadway, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-7300
Attorneys for Defendants Diversified Metal Products, Inc.
and Diversified Control Systems, LLC
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
E & M SALES WEST, INC., dba
HEATSOURCE, a corporation,
Plaintiff,

BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,

DEFENDANT DIVERSDJTED
METAL PRODUCTS, INC.'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
Civil No. 020901874

Defendant.
Judge Robert K. Hilder
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,
Third-Party Plaintiff,
v.
DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and DIVERSIFIED
CONTROL SYSTEMS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Third-Party Defendants.

Diversified Metal Products, Inc. ("DMP"), by and through its counsel of record, Kevin D.
Swenson, pursuant to Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby submits the
following Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment.
INCORPORATION OF DEFENDANT BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Defendant DMP hereby incorporates by reference all undisputed facts, allegations and
arguments as set forth in Defendant Bechtel Jacob Company's ("Bechtel") Memorandum in
Support of Summary Judgment filed on or about August 12, 2005, in so much as the claims made
by Plaintiff against DMP are derivative to Plaintiffs claims against Bechtel
INTRODUCTION
This case arises from a contract entered into between Bechtel and DMP for the
production of a salt melting and processing probe system. DMP then entered into a contract with
Diversified Control Systems ("DCS") to produce heaters for part of the system. DCS entered
into a contract with Plaintiff E & M Sales West, Inc. ("Heatsource") to specifically produce the
heaters that would be included in the system.
All work performed by Heatsource was covered by the express agreement with DCS.
DMP did not enter into a contractual agreement with Heatsource at any time. There cannot be a
breach of contract by DMP because there was not a contractual relationship between DMP and
Heatsource. For this reason, Heatsource5 s first claim of breach of contract fails.
Heatsource also claims that DMP breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing. This claim also fails because there was no direct contract between Heatsource and

DMP. Without a direct contract, there cannot be an implied covenant. DMP, though not
contractually bound, issued a request for equitable adjustment ("REA") to Bechtel on behalf of
Heatsource for additional funds following completion of the project. DMP did not have a duty to
act in that manner. However, by doing so DMP exhibited its good faith in dealing with
Heatsource in the course of the contract with DCS.
Heatsource's third claim of unjust enrichment fails as a matter of law as well. Heatsource
contracted with DCS to produce a heater for a heater probe system. An unjust enrichment claim
fails where there is an express contract for the services. Heatsource and DCS entered into an
agreement to produce heater probes as part of the contract between Bechtel and DMP. Where an
express agreement exists, the claim for unjust enrichment fails.
There are no genuine issues of material fact and DMP is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law. Therefore, DMP requests that summary judgment be entered in its favor against all
claims by Heatsource.
PROCEDURAL FACTS
1.

On or about March 1, 2002, E & M Sales West, Inc., dba Heatsource

("Heatsource"), filed a Complaint in this matter against Bechtel.
2.

On or about December 17, 2002, Heatsource filed an Amended Complaint against

Bechtel.
3.
DMP.

On or about October 15,2003, Bechtel filed a Third-Party Complaint against

4.

The Third-Party Complaint of Bechtel against DMP had causes of action for

breach of contract, breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing, indemnity, and declaratory
relief
5.

On or about April 15, 2004, Bechtel filed an Amended Third-Party Complaint

against DMP and Diversified Control Systems, LLC ("DCS").
6.

In its Amended Third-Party Complaint, Bechtel had causes of action against both

DCS and DMP for breach of contract, breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
indemnity, and declaratory relict
7.

On or about June 14, 2004, Heatsource filed an Amended Complaint adding as a

party, DMP. Heatsource asserted causes of action against DMP for breach of contract, good faith
and fair dealing, and unjust enrichment.
8.

On or about June 28, 2004, DMP filed its Answer to the Amended Complaint and

a Counterclaim against Heatsource. DMP asserted a cause of action for unjust enrichment
against Heatsource.
9.

On or about June 4, 2004, DCS filed a Cross-Claim against E&M Sales West,

Inc., dba Heatsource.
SUPPLEMENTAL UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
10.

DMP and Bechtel entered into an agreement to provide a Salt Melting and

Processing Probe System (the "System") to be used in Bechtel's completion of its project for the
United States Department of Energy in Tennessee. First Amended Complaint, % 5; Affidavit of
James H. Maupin ("Maupin Aff")fflf3, 5.

11.

DMP subcontracted with DCS, and under that subcontract, DCS was required to

produce the heaters that were part of the System. Deposition of Herb Pollard of DMP ("Pollard
Depo."), 18:14-18 (Exhibit 1); Deposition of John Weeks of DCS ("Weeks Depo."), 67:24-25
(Exhibit 2); Deposition of Todd Lindstrom of DCS ("Lindstrom Depo."), 11:10-13; 12:19-13:9;
43:23-44:2 (Exhibit 3); Deposition of Andrew Nelson of Heatsource ("Nelson Depo."), 192:24193:15 (Exhibit 4).
12.

DCS subcontracted with Heatsource in September 2000 to produce a five-zone

heater as part of the System. Pollard Depo., 11:19-21; 31:15-32:2; 75:2-6 (Exhibit 1); Weeks
Depo., 62:19-63:11 (Exhibit2); 68:1-2; Lindstrom Depo., 24:8-13; 41:11-23; 50:13-17 (Exhibit
3); Deposition of Darin Wood of DCS ("Wood Depo."), 8:13-17; 84:4-11 (Exhibit 5); Nelson
Depo., 149:1-2; 192:24-193:15; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
13.

Under its subcontract, Heatsource was required to produce the heaters for the

System and included the testing of such products. Wood Depo., 95:5-17; 96:4-19 (Exhibit 5);
Nelson Depo., 194:11-14; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
14.

The cost of building the System and all of the equipment and components as

required by the contract specifications was within the scope of the contracts and subcontracts
between Bechtel and DMP, DMP and DCS, and then DCS and Heatsource. Pollard Depo., 94:918 (Exhibit 1).
15.

The production and testing of the heaters was included in the subcontract between

DCS and Heatsource. Wood Depo., 95:5-17 (Exhibit 5); 96:4-19; Nelson Depo., 194:11-14;
194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
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16.

The specifications for the System did not change during performance of the

contract Pollard Depo., 40:14-19; 71:20-21; 72:11-17; 83:13-16 (Exhibit 1); Lindstrom Depo.,
50:25-51:4 (Exhibit 3); Wood Depo, 65:11-17; 91:21 (Exhibit 5); Nelson Depo, 197:22-24;
Nelson Depo. II, 42:14-18 (Exhibit 4).
17.

The work performed by Heatsource was part of Heatsource's obligations under

the subcontract with DCS. Pollard Depo, 76:17-23; 80:5-8 (Exhibit 1); Nelson Depo, 194:1114; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4).
18.

Bechtel accepted the System on August 9,200 L

19.

Heatsource did not ask for or request additional money until it submitted a request

for equitable adjustment ("REA") throughDMP to Bechtel on August 23, 2001. Nelson Depo,
195:11-18 (Exhibit 4); Pollard Depo, 53:16-54:2; 79:11-19 (Exhibit 1); Wood Depo, 64:16-22
(Exhibit 5).
20.

Heatsource was fully compensated under the contract with DCS for all work

performed under the contract.
21.

Andy Nelson was the sole shareholder for E & M Sales West, Inc. Nelson Depo,

6:1-7 (Exhibit 4).
22.

Mr. Nelson testified that a claim was not filed against DCS because "we were

instructed to do specific work by Bechtel Jacobs' employees and told that we would be
compensated for that and - and then interfaced directly with Bechtel Jacobs' employees, deliver
those products. And so we didn't feel that DMP or DCS was bound in that transaction, because
the instructions came directlyfromBechtel Jacobs." Nelson Depo, 14:10-24 (Exhibit 4),
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ARGUMENT
A.

Summary Judgment is appropriate where there is no genuine issue as to a
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

A moving party is entitled to summary judgment "if the pleadings, depositions, answers
interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as
ttteroflaw." Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c). Summary judgment determinations
made when "the record shows that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that the
ving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Yazd v. Woodside Homes Corp,, 109
d 393, 395 (Utah Ct. App. 2005) (citations omitted).
DMP's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted as a matter of law based upon
lack of a contract between Heatsource and DMP, Accordingly, DMP is entitled to summary
gment dismissing it from this matter, with prejudice, and an award for attorneys' fees and
ts.
B.

Plaintiffs Breach of Contract Claim Fails because No Contract Exists
between DMP and Heatsource.

The undisputed facts show that a contract did not exist between DMP and Heatsource.
elements required for a breach of contract claim are "(1) a contract, (2) performance by the
y seeking recovery, (3) breach of the contract by the other party, and (4) damages." Bair v.
m Design, LLC, 20 P.3d 388, 392 (Utah 2001); see Nuttall v. Berntson, 30 P.2d 738, 741
4).

The chain of contracts and subcontracts is not disputed Bechtel entered into a contract
with DMP. Maupin Aff.ffif3, 5. DMP then subcontracted with DCS to produce a portion of the
System. Pollard Depo., 18:1448 (Exhibit 1); Weeks Depo, 67:24-25 (Exhibit 2); Lindstrom
Depo, 11:1043; 12:1943:9; 43:23-44:2 (Exhibit 3); Nelson Depo., 192:24-193:15 (Exhibit 4).
DCS entered into a subcontract with Heatsource to develop the heaters for the System. Pollard
Depo., 11:19-21; 31:15-32:2; 75:2-6 (Exhibit 1); Weeks Depo, 62:19-63:11; 68:1-2 (Exhibit 2);
Lindstrom Depo, 24:843; 41:11-23; 50:13-17 (Exhibit 3); Wood Depo, 8:13-17; 84:4-11
(Exhibit 5); Nelson Depo, 149:1-2; 192:24-193:15; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4). DMP was not, at
any time, party to a direct contract with Heatsource. In order for DMP to breach a contract with
Heatsource, the primary element necessary is a contract. However, a written contract was not
entered into between DMP and Heatsource. Additionally, Andy Nelson testified that there was
not anoral contract between Heatsource andDMP. Nelson Depa4440-24 (Exhibit 4). Thus, i
is not necessary to evaluate the other required elements for a breach of contract claim. All work
performed by Heatsource was covered under its contract with DCS.
A contract can not be implied to exist between DMP and Heatsource. All specifications
regarding the Heatsource's performance under the contract, including compensation, was
controlled by its contract with DCS. Plaintiff cannot impliedly make DMP a party to the contra<
that it entered into with DCS. In addition, the work specifications did not change at any time
during Heatsource's performance. Pollard Depo, 40:14-19; 71:20-21; 72:11-17; 83:13-16
(Exhibit 1); Lindstrom Depo, 50:25-51:4 (Exhibit 3); Wood Depo, 65:11-17; 91;21 (Exhibit 5]
Nelson Depo, 197:22-24 (Exhibit 4); Nelson Depo. II, 42:4-18 (Exhibit 4). All work performs

by Heatsource was specified in the contract with DCS. Therefore, not only was there no direct
contract between Heatsource and DMP, but where the work performed by Heatsource was
included in its contract with DCS, there cannot be an implied contract between Heatsource and
DMP. For this reason, Plaintiffs claim for breach of contract by DMP fails and a summary
judgment should be granted.
C.

Plaintiffs Breach of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Claim Fails Because No
Contract Exists Between DMP and Heatsource,

Where Heatsource is not able to prove an express contract with DMP, Heatsource is not
able to assert a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing against
DMP. The Utah Supreme Court has held that "[t]he reach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing extends no further than the purposes and express terms of the contract." Smith v.
Grand Canyon Expeditions Company, 84 P.3d 1154,1160 (Utah 2003). The Court also held that
"[u]nder the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, both parties to a contract impliedly promise
not to intentionally do anything to injure the other party's right to receive the benefits of the
contract" Eggett v. Wasatch Energy Corporation, 94 P.3d 193, 197 (Utah 2004) (citing St
Benedict's Dev. Co. V. St. Benedict's Hosp., 811P.2d 194, 199 (Utah 1991) (emphasis added).
Without the existence of a contract, there cannot be an implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing.
The pleadings and facts show that Heatsource's only contractual relationship was with
DCS. Pollard Depo., 11:19-21; 31:15-32:2; 75:2-6 (Exhibit 1); Weeks Depo., 62:19-63:11; 68:12 (Exhibit 2); Lindstrom Depo., 24:8-13; 41:11-23; 50:13-17 (Exhibit 3); Wood Depo., 8:13-17
(Exhibit 5); 84:4-11; Nelson Depo., 149:1-2; 192:24-193:15; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4). All of
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the work required to build the System, including procedures to test the System, was included in
Heatsource's contract with DCS. Pollard Depo., 94:9-18 (Exhibit 1); Wood Depo., 95:5-17
(Exhibit 5); 96:4-19; Nelson Depo., 194:11-14; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4). The only time
Heatsource acted with DMP was while submitting the REA to Bechtel. Nelson Depo., 195:1118 (Exhibit 4); Pollard Depo., 53:16-54:2 (Exhibit 1); Wood Depo., 64:16-22 (Exhibit 5).
Although there was not an agreement between the parties, DMP acted beyond any duty it would
have to Heatsource by filing the request. DMP was not under any duty to act in this manner.
Accordingly, as a matter of law, there is no implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
present between Heatsource and DMP and summary judgment is appropriate.
Even if a contract were found to exist between DMP and Heatsource, DMP's actions in
respect to the REA show that it did not violate the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. DM
complied with its contract with Bechtel by providing the System. DMP complied with its
contract with DCS by providing payment for DCS's work under the subcontract. DMP did
nothing to harm Heatsource's right to benefit from the contract with DCS. DMP did not breac
any alleged covenant of good faith and fair dealing with Heatsource and summary judgment
should be granted.
D.

Plaintiffs Unjust Enrichment Claim Fails Because Heatsource Entered In
a Contract to Produce the System,

Plaintiffs claim of unjust enrichment cannot be pursued in this case because an actual
contract existed which covered the required performance. The unjust enrichment doctrine exi
to provide an equitable remedy when there is not a remedy at law. American Towers Owners
Assoc, Inc. v. CCIMechanical, Inc., 930 P.2d 1182,1193 (Utah 1996). The Utah Supreme

Court further explained in American Towers that "[i]f a legal remedy is available, such as breach
of an express contract, the law will not imply the equitable remedy of unjust enrichment." Id,
(citing Mann v. American W, Life Ins. Co., 586 P.2d 461, 465 (Utah 1978) ("Recovery in quasi
contract is not available where there is an express contract covering the subject matter of the
litigation."); Davies v. Olsen, IAS P.2d 264, 268 (Utah Ct App. 1987) ("Recovery under
quantum meriut presupposes that no enforceable written or oral contract exists."))
All work performed by Heatsource was subject to the express contract with DCS. There
is no dispute regarding the chain of contracts and subcontracts involved in this case. Maufin Aff.
flf 3, 5; Pollard Depo., 11:19-21; 18:14-18; 31:15-32:2; 75:2-6 (Exhibit 1); Weeks Depo., 62:1963:11; 67:24-25; 68:1-2 (Exhibit 2); Lindstrom Depo., 11:10-13; 12:19-13:9; 24:8-13; 41:11-23;
43:23-44:2; 50:13-17 (Exhibit 3); Wood Depo., 8:13-17; 84:4-11 (Exhibit 5); Nelson Depo.,
149:1-2; 192:24-193:15; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4). Under the express contract with DCS,
Heatsource was required to produce and test the heaters for the System. Wood Depo., 95:5-17;
96:4-19 (Exhibit 5); Nelson Depo., 194:11-14; 194:24-195:6 (Exhibit 4). All specifications and
requirements were included in the contract with DCS. Pollard Depo., 94:9-18 (Exhibit 1). In
addition, Heatsource was compensated in full for work performed under the contract by DCS.
Undisputed Facts 19. Where the work was controlled by the specifications in the agreement with
DCS, Heatsource cannot claim that any additional work performed by them unjustly enriched any
party to this suit.
Since the work performed by Heatsource was contained in an express agreement and
conducted in accordance with that agreement, Heatsource cannot claim unjust enrichment against

DMP. Summary judgment is appropriate and should be granted against Heatsource's third cause
of action against DMP.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons described above, DMP requests that the Court grant its Motion for
Summary Judgment against Heatsource and enter judgment in DMP's favor on all counts. DMP
is entitled to summary judgment dismissing it from this matter, with prejudice, and an award for
attorneys' fees and costs.
DATED this 17th day of August, 2005.
SUTITER AXLAND, PLLC

By.

j/CEZ
j^ichael WJSomer
Jesse C Trentadue
Kevin D. Swenson
Attorneys for Defendant and Third PartyDefendants Diversified Metal Products, Inc.
and Diversified Control Systems, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day of August, 2005,1 caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be
served via, first-class United States mail, postage prepaid, upon the following:
Edward M. Garrett
Garrett & Garrett
2091 East 1300 South, Suite 201
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Attorney for Plaintiff
E &M Sales West Inc. dba Heatsource
Brent Johnson
Bryan K. Benard
Holland & Hart LLP
60 E. South Temple, Suite 2000
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1031
Attorneys for Defendant
BechtelJacobs Company LLC
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/
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EXHIBIT "B"

Edward M. Garrett, #1163
GARRETT & GARRETT
2091 East 1300 South, Suite 201
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
Telephone: (801) 581-1144
Facsimile: (801) 581-1168
Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

E & M SALES WEST INC., dba
HEATSOURCE, a Corporation,
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
OF DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS,
INC. (DMP)

vs.
Case No.: 020901874
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,
Defendant.

BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company,
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.
DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC., a
Idaho corporation, and DIVERSIFIED
CONTROL SYSTEMS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Third-Party Defendants.

Judge: Robert K. Hilder

1. Plaintiff adopts by reference the Affidavit of Andrew R. Nelson filed in this action and
the Memorandum of Plaintiff in Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgment of Defendant
Bechtel Jacobs Company, LLC (BJC) in so far as matters between DMP and Plaintiff are
concerned.
2. In regard to the introduction, procedural facts and supplemental undisputed material
facts set forth in the Motion and Memorandum of DMP, Plaintiff does not agree with those
statements of DMP because they totally fail to discuss the facts that show that DMP is liable to
Plaintiff. Plaintiffs position in this regard will be demonstrated below.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
1. Diversified Metal Products, Inc. (DMP) and Diversified Control Systems (DCS) are
sister companies. Todd Lindstrom of DCS who is close to this project testified:
"Q All right. I have been led to believe that there is now a connection
between DCS and DMP. Do you know what is? By that I mean a
corporate connection.
A We share a common owner.
Q Okay. When did that occur, do you know?
A 2000."
2. During 2000, Plaintiff had considerable telephone contact with Todd Lindstrom, John
Weeks and Darin Wood of BJC concerning a high temperature heater to be used in a probe
system for melting salt in a reactor (See Depo. of Andrew Nelson).
3. All information supplied to Heatsource to produce the heater was verbal. No written
specifications were ever provided to Heatsource for the design and manufacture of the first
generation heater (Affidavit of Andrew Nelson).

4. Heatsource did produce and test a single zone heater and supplied written test data.
5. A critical factual issue in this case relates to the maximum temperature of the heater.
Andrew Nelson, in his Affidavit, states that the temperature given by DCS was 650°C (1200°F).
The heater was manufactured by Heatsource to a maximum temperature of 650°C and tested to
that temperature for the time required by DCS. The test results are attached to the Affidavit of
Andrew Nelson.
6. Although unknown to Andrew Nelson at the time, the written specification provided
by Bechtel through DMP to DCS was ambiguous according to Todd Lindstrom. Todd Lindstrom
testified regarding the BJC spec, states:
"Q Then if you run that up to 800 degrees Celsius using that wire capacity
it's going to melt, isn't it?
MR. BENARD: Objection, A Yes.
MR. BENARD: — calls for speculation.
MR. GARRETT: You can answer.
A Yeah.
Q (By Mr. Garrett) Is that an ambiguity in the spec.
MR. SWENSON: Objection, calls for speculation and lacks
foundation.
A Yeah." (Depo. Pg. 23-24 Ln.21 and Pg. 24 Ln. 1)
7.

The purchase order issued to Heatsource does not contain heat parameters and is

deficient. According to Lindstrom, that is not the way that DCS would now issue a purchase
order:
"Q Okay. In your judgment is this purchase order, which is shown on page
1018, complete without containing some statement about the capacity of
these heaters:
A With today's, the way we send out PO's today, no. We have a three
page write-up we do detailing what we'll do, what they'll do, what we
won't do."
3

"Q (By Mr. Garrett) Would you have attached the spec?
A Yeah." (Depo. Pg. 44 Ln. 15 - 25 and Pg. 45 Ln. 1)
8. Further testimony of Todd Lindstrom is important.
"Q But that's at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit. Can you read that?
A Yeah, the sheath temperature at 1200.
Q Doesn't that suggest to you that the heaters would have a capacity of
1200 degrees Fahrenheit?
A Not necessarily. It could mean that he was going the run them to a 1200
degrees Fahrenheit and see that we didn't have a larger Delta T than 300.
Q Would it also suggest to you that you had told him that the capacity of
the heater would be 1200 degrees Fahrenheit?
MR. SWENSON: Objection, asked and answered.
You can go ahead and answer it.
A l t could." (Depo. Pg. 34Ln. 13-25 andPg. 35 Ln. 1)
9.

The above is clear evidence of the fact that although not furnished to Heatsource,

B JC heater specs, were ambiguous and the purchase order issued by DCS was silent on heater
temp.
10. Nonetheless, Heatsource manufactured and tested the probe through the 1200°F
temperature given to it by Todd Lindstrom.
11. DCS accepted the test results and eventually paid Heatsource the full amount of its
purchase order without deduction.
12. It may be inferred that the testing and written results of the testing given to DMP and
thence to BJC.
13. Things changed on April 27, 2001. On that date, DMP issued a new heater
specification requiring a heater temperature of 800°C (Exhibit "A", attached hereto). Heatsource
was never given any notice of the change.
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14. The initial 5-zone heaters designed and manufactured pursuant to the DCS purchase
order were delivered in May, 2001. When tested at the DMP facility in Idaho Falls, Idaho, they
reached the 650°C temperature but failed between 720°C and 780°C (See letter from Darin Wood
dated August 21, 2001 Exhibit "B"). Of course they failed. They were taken to a temperature far
above the 650°C design temperature.
15. BJC was now demanding a heater with a capacity of 800°C. Before the first
generation heaters failed, this was never a requirement. According to Todd Lindstrom, 800°C
was only a "worst case scenario" (Depo. Pg. 28 Ln. 3).
16. BJC was never entirely clear as to the temperature that the heater had to attain. In a
drawing by engineer Hylton of a probe heater (provided to Plaintiff only in discovery in this
lawsuit), a heater temperature of 500° C is mentioned (a copy of the drawing is attached as Exhibit
"C"). On July 25, 2000, engineer Hylton sent an email to Darin Wood of DCS explaining the
temperature. He states that the heater must operate at 600°C while emerged in molten salt and
further states that convective heat transfer to water assembly to that in molten salt and will permit
the heaters to remain below 800°C in the salt (See Exhibit "D" attached hereto.) Finally in April,
2001, a temperature of 800°C was stated (See Exhibit "A"). This document was first provided to
Plaintiff in discovery in this case.
17. The uncertainty as to temperature expressed by BJC is carried through to DMP and
DCS as late as July 26, 2001 at a time when the second-generation U-bent heaters were nearing
completion. Herb Pollard of DMP requested to know the operational rated temperature of the
heaters (See Exhibit "E", attached) by email to Robert Szozda of BJC. Szozda replied that the
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operational temperature is 800°C assuming full power test requires lowering of the temperature
reading.
18. When an attempt was made in Idaho to make the heaters reach 800°C, they failed. The
failure prompted meetings at Idaho Falls, Idaho in May and June of 2001 and on June 27, 2001 at
Idaho Falls, Idaho a meeting was held at DMP and attended by Rick Dearholt and Robert Szozda
of BJC, Darin Wood of DCS and Herb Pollard of DMP and others. This meeting was attended by
Andrew Nelson and Willie Hazel of Plaintiff. Plaintiff presented a prototype of a new generation
heaters using U-bent technology. Other options were also discussed. Finally, Rick Dearholt and
Robert Szozda of BJC accepted the prototype and stated that if Plaintiff could produce the
heaters within a specified time that BJC would pay for this new additional work. At another
meeting that day, Plaintiff had discussions with Herb Pollard of DMP and Darin Wood of DCS
relative to the new heater. Herb Pollard also told Andrew Nelson that Heatsource would be
compensated for this new work.
Andrew Nelson testified as follows:
"Q. Herb never told you that DMP was going to pay you, did he?
A. We had specific discussions after that 27th meeting. I think Darin —
Darin was there — was there and we were — as, well, and we were
discussing how we were basically — the administration of this and
Herb, you know, emphasized the ~ emphasized the team concept in
making the — the goals of Bechtel and joint goals of all involved at
that point. And assured us that — you know, assured me specifically
that we would ~ you know, working together both as a team to solve
the technical issue and working as a team to get along with Bechtel5s
acknowledgement that we were going to - we'd be compensated for
our work." (Depo. Pg. 67 Ln. 11-25 and Pg. 68 Ln. 1)
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19. Heatsource did not work on the second-generation heaters until both BJC and DMP
promised payment.
20. The new U-bent technology heaters were completed and delivered in a timely manner
and tested at Idaho Falls, Idaho. They were accepted by BJC and used successfully in the Salt
Melter Project.

Heatsource evidence has shown that both BJC and DMP promised payment if Heatsource
would produce a new generation heater with a heat capacity of 800°C. Heatsource complied.
However, neither BJC or DMP paid and this lawsuit followed.
PLAINTIFFS CAUSES OF ACTION
Breach of Contract
DMP had contracted with BJC to supply a probe system of which the heater made by
Plaintiff is part. The Plaintiff produced the original heater in strict compliance with the verbal
instructions given by DCS. Plaintiff designed and manufactured a heater with a capacity of 650°C
(1200°F). Plaintiff tested the heater to that capacity and forwarded the test results to DCS. No
comment or complaint was made about the first generation heater and the test results. Eventually,
DCS fully paid Heatsource for this work.
However, shortly before the heaters were delivered, DMP changed the heat requirement
to 800°C. When the original heaters were tested in Idaho, they failed between 720°C and 780°C,
which would be expected because they exceeded the design capacity of the original heaters. This
prompted a meeting in Idaho Falls, Idaho where Plaintiff was told to produce a new generation of
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heater using different technology. Plaintiff was told by BJC and DMP that it would be paid for
the new work. Plaintiff did perform timely and the new heaters were used successfully by BJC.
However, neither DMP or BJC paid. Both BJC and DMP entered into a verbal contract
with Plaintiff and both Defendants breached the contract by failure to pay.
The above facts are found in the evidence produced to date in this case as shown above.
If Defendants dispute this evidence, that merely creates questions a fact for the jury. The case
cannot be determined at this juncture as a matter of law. This does not require a long citation of
cases. It is fundamental in the law that if there is a request to produce a product and promises to
pay therefore and the other party performs, it creates an offer, acceptance and promised
consideration.
Good Faith and Fair Dealing
This cause of action is separate and distinct from the other causes (See Eggett v. Wasatch
Energy Corporation, 497 Utah Adv. Rep. 16).
DMP was on the hook to BJC to produce a sophisticated probe containing heaters for use
in the nuclear cleanup at Oakridge, Tennessee. When the heaters were received in Idaho and
tested to a temperature beyond the 650°C design temperature given to Heatsource by DCS, they
failed. This caused a serious problem for DMP. It had only recently changed the heat spec, to
800°C and did not inform Heatsource of that fact. It faced time constraints and if BJC went to
another vendor and paid some exorbitant price, BJC would simply deduct the amount paid from
whatever it owed DMP. Therefore, DMP (and BJC) readily accepted the new U-bent technology
proposed by Plaintiff and both agreed to pay therefor. The new heaters were successful, but
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neither B JC nor DMP paid. DMP and B JC adopted a ploy to avoid payment. They simply
contend that the heat parameters never changed between the first and second-generation heaters
and therefore they didn't have to pay. That position ignores all of the evidence produced to date
in this lawsuit. DMP urged Plaintiff to produce the second-generation heater after seeing the
prototype, accepted them on delivery, and tested them to 800°C. They were used in the cleanup
process. DMP has as duty to act in good faith in this matter. It breached that duty by adopting
the spurious position that nothing had changed, and they didn't have to pay.
Unjust Enrichment
This is an alternative claim. Rule 8(a) of U.C.R.P. provides:
"Claims for relief. A pleading which sets forth a claim for relief, whether
an original claim, counterclaim, cross-claim or third-party claim, shall contain (1)
a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to
relief; and (2) a demand for judgment for the relief to which he deems himself
entitled. Relief in the alternative or of several different types may be demanded."
If the jury were to find that there were not a contract between DMP and Plaintiff for the
design and manufacture and delivery of second-generation heaters, nonetheless, it is evident that a
benefit was conferred upon DMP. DMP was obligated to furnish the heater under its contract
with BJC and if it failed to do so, it would be subject to a damage claim. When DCS tested the
first generation heaters to a temperature far above 650°C (the original temperature given to
Plaintiff by DCS) the heaters failed. This created a substantial problem for DMP. It was
obligated to produce the heater for BJC with a capacity of 800°C. It had adopted that
temperature shortly before the original heaters were delivered in Idaho.
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At the high level meeting held in Idaho, Plaintiff produced a prototype of a secondgeneration heater involving U-bent technology. DMP urged Plaintiff to produce that heater
because that would relieve DMP of a substantial problem. Plaintiff contends that DMP promised
to pay for this new heater. If, however, the jury would find that no contract existed between
Plaintiff and DMP, still the jury could find that Plaintiff relieved DMP of a substantial financial
burden and DMP was thereby enriched and should pay damages sustained by Plaintiff. This sound
equitable document is set forth in 66 Am Jur 2d Restitution and Implied Contracts §9 - Unjust
enrichment:
"The phrase "unjust enrichment" is defined as the unjust retention of a
benefit to the loss of another, or the retention of money or property of another
against the fundamental principles of justice or equity and good conscience.
Unjust enrichment describes a recovery for the value of the benefit retained when
there is no contractual relationship, but when, on the grounds of fairness and
justice, the law compels the performance of a legal and moral duty to pay. Unjust
enrichment implies a contract so that one party may recover damages from
another. Unjust enrichment also applies wherever justice requires compensation
to be given for property or services rendered under a contract, and no remedy is
available by action on the contract. The unjust enrichment theory does not
require any promise or privity between the parties."
As the evidence set forth above shows, that principle is at work here.
CONCLUSION
The motion of DMP for Summary Judgment should be denied.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this Y[_ day of September, 2005.
GARRETT & GARRETT

Edward M. 'Garrett
Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this /]/\_ day of September, 2005,1 caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT OF DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC. (DMP) to be mailed, first class,
postage prepaid to the following:
Bryan Benard
HOLLAND & HART
60 East South Temple #2000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Michael W. Homer
Kevin D. Swenson
SUITTER AXLAND
175 SouthWest Temple, Suite 700
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1480
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EXHIBIT A

1
1
1

DMP INC.
Page 3 OF 4
DATE
4/27/01

11
|

DIVERSIFIED METAL
PRODUCTS INC.
Job#N3048

1
j
|

|_

PROCEDURE
Test Plan
REVISION

1

B

J

3.4Test requirements
3.4.1 Probe
. a^Boaters reach 80Q-°C
b. Outside surface of the probe is within 150° of the heater
element
c. Annular space of the probe, maintain a leak rate of less than 1
x 10~5 std cm3/s at 50-psig differential pressure.
d. O-Ring seal assembly to the probe of less then 1 x 10"3 std
cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure.
3.4.2 Enclosure
a. SCS to the Enclosure double seal with a maximum leak rate of
1 x 10"5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure.
b. SCS to the Maintenance shield a maximum leak rate of
1 x 10~2 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure.
c. The Enclosure itself must maintain a leak rate of not greater
than 0.05 volume % air/h for 12 hours at a pressure differential
of-1 in. of water, by gage.
e. Electrical feed throughs provide a seal with a leak rate of not
greater than 1 x 10"3 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure.
d. The off gas line and the 3" ball valve will be heat traced to
maintain a temperature of not less than 150°F.
e. Double flange seal on both flanges of the 3" ball valve with a
Leak rate of less than 1 x 10~5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential
pressure.
f. Double o-ring seal at the top of the 3" ball valve with a leak
test port. The o-rings will be designed to operate at 175°F and
be capable of withstanding short temperature excursions up to
482°F.
3.4.3 Cask
a. Cask to Enclosure leak rate of not greater than 0.05 volume %
air/h for 12 hours at a pressure differential oW in. of water, by
gage.
b. Cask with the closure plate on the end flange shall have a leak
rate not greater thanl x 10'5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential
pressure.
c. A load cell that measures the tension in the hoist cable.
d. An encoder that measures the vertical position of the probe.
e. An up-travel switch with a redundant back up switch.

3.4.4 SCS
a. Double seal Helicoflex seal at both ends that will have a leak
rate not greater thanl x 10"5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential
pressure.

nTV-fi/177

EXHIBIT "B"

Bechtel Jacobs LLC
PO Box 4699
Trailer-7078A, MS-6402
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

August 21,2001

Attn: J. Rick Dearholt
Subject: Heater Assembly Technical Status for MSRE Project
This letter is in response to our conversation this morning regarding the Status of the
Heater Assembly and the Technical hurdles and issues we have faced and are resolving.
With the knowledge that the heater performance of the probe is the most critical element
of the project, DCS decided that it was in the best interest of the project to contract out
the design and the manufacture of the heater to a company that has the background and
skills in the process heating industry. Through conversations with several companies in
this industry we selected Heatsource of Salt Lake City because of their knowledge and
superior solution to our application.
This Heater configuration and application has breached current technology and continues
to require extensive testing and development. Both Heatsource and Dalton, the Cartridge
Heater manufacture, are not aware of any prior applications that have the same or similar
requirements in the design of the heater assembly. This unique design has required DCS
and Heatsource to tackle several issues that are similar to an R&D environment. The
stacked zone configuration combined with a relatively large diameter tube running down
the center combined with power / sensor bundles being routed in a high heat area
longitudinally through the center is an unusual configuration. The exposure of terminal
zones to extreme heat created several problems that contradicted normal specifications
for components and materials used in the probe.
The following issues have been recognized and we have assigned solutions to them. First
was the power distribution system to each of the heater zones. We were experiencing
failures in the power distribution bussing because of expansion and drifting of the power
buss bars between the zones over the temperature range. The tight space tolerances of the
design and allowable space within the probe tip require that clearances be stabilized in
that section to maintain electrical isolation phase to phase and to the probe sheath. Our
resolution to the issue was to utilize a dry fiber insulation media, which provides
structural stabilization as well as electrical isolation for the buss.
The next issue was the connection of the High Temperature Wire to the Cartridge heaters.
We were experiencing failures just above the connection of the wire and the buss. A
special connector had to be fabricated for these High Temperature conditions.

nim North Y^inwsfnne Hwv. Suite 209, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 Phone:(208)522-9365 Fax. (208)
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The current issue being addressed is a failure within the heater cartridges themselves.
Heatsource and Dalton have both come to the conclusion that the Ferrell that delivers the
power to the nichrome element in the cartridge is melting and creating a short to the
inside wall of the cartridge. We are experiencing failures between the temperatures of
720' and 780' C in a repeatable pattern. We believe that the failure is caused by an
increase in resistance through the ferrel as temperature increases in the terminal area.
Toward the upper limits of the test the resistance reaches a critical point at which the
ferrel becomes a source of additional heat and liquefies. This liquid then migrates through
the Mgo and Ceramic materials until it makes electrical contact with the heater sheath. At
this point we see a catastrophic failure of the elements, which is detected by the over
current monitoring equipment and electrical power is automatically removed from the
zone.
The solution to this problem is to increase the amount of ampacity of the ferrel. We
investigated the use of a solid pin. This is not possible due to the manufacturing methods
of the component. The process does allow for a pin insert to be used. This new insert
configuration is being tested at this time. The additional wall thickness should provide
increased ampacity resulting in reduced heat generated by the conductors eliminating the
problem.
We appreciate your patience in allowing us time to resolve these unforeseen technical
challenges. Feel free to give me a call at any time to further discuss these issues.
Sincerely,

Darin J. Wood
General Manager
Cc:

Herb Pol lard - DMP
Andy Neilson - Heatsource

DIV-0452

EXHIBIT "C"

|S?
1/4" OD stainless steel
tube stub (4" long)
Heater 1 Thermocouple (K)
Heater 2 Thermocouple (K)
3 3

mv m/i 1

EXHIBIT "D"

Darin J . W o o d
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hylton, James O. (HYL) [hyl@bechteljacobs.org]
Tuesday, July 25, 2000 2:40 PM
'darin@divcontrol.com'
Szozda, Robert Michael (ZOZ); Maupin, James Howard (MPN)
RE: 60% Design review comments reply

Darin
Thanks for the response. Here are my answers to your questions on my
questions;
1.
Your terminilogy is fine.
inst rack 200ft away, etc)

We'll change to your's.

(LCP is in 19"

2.
We want manual heater control from the LCP, so however you arrange the
equipment to achieve that is fine.
We would prefer that the LCP be mounted in a 19" rack. This will be
the operator interface during operation
of the probe. Under normal circumstances no personnel will be near
the probe after it has been installed.
3.

OK

4.

OK

5.
My question was concerned with the sustained operation survivability of
the heaters if they are not tested for
1000 hours in the full probe configuration during the thermal
performance test . If it can be established that
the heater or heating elements are of a proven design that have the
desired long term operating characteristics
under similar conditions of power and temperature, then this concern
might be satisfied without long term tests
on the probe. Ask the Heat Source folks what they think needs to be
done to establish long term survivability....
As to specific data requirements, all we really need to know is that
the probe heaters will operate at full power
for 1000 hours while immersed in molten salt at 600 degC. W*e must rely
on the expertise of HeatSource to determine
how to meet this objective and what test data is needed to support
their design.
For your informationn, The thermal performance requirement (sec.
2.5.2.4) for operation in water at full power with less
than 150 degC difference between the heater and the outside of the
probe is aimed at limiting the heater temperatures
to a level compatible with conventional "calrod'r heaters. Since the
convective heat transfer to water is similar to that in
molten salt, this will permit the heaters to remain below 800C in the
salt. If the HeatSource heaters can operate at higher
temperatures, then the 150 deg differential can be increased.

Regards
Jim
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EXHIBIT "E"

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Szozda, Robert Michael (ZOZ)" <zoz@bechteljacobs.org>
'Herb Pollard* <HerbP@diversifiedmetal.com>, <maupinjh@bechteljacobs.org>
7/26/01 4:12PM
RE: PO 23900-PO-OR046F Heater Testing

The Full Operational Temperature of the Probe as requested in the contract
is 800 degrees C (Assuming the full power test does not require a lowering
of the temperature rating). As previosly mentioned by DMP and DCS - Running
the actual probes at this temperature will bake out the binder in the power
leads causing brittle insulation and possible flaking and potentially
degrade the connection at the bus bar. Due to various problems experienced
during heater development and testing - The BJC wants a probe to run at full
temperature in air to ensure the reliability of a five zone heater. The
probe tested will be utilized as the spare.
>
Original Message
> From:
Herb Pollard [SMTP:HerbP@diversifiedmetaLcom]
> Sent:
Tuesday, July 24, 2001 4:09 PM
> To: maupinjh@bechteljacobs.org
> Cc: tubbj'r@bechteljacobs.org; szozdarm@bechteljacobs.org;
> darin@divcontrol.com; HUDSONS@PWT0R.COM
> Subject:
Re: PO 23900-PO-OR046F Heater Testing
>
> Jim,
> We have a question on item # 2 in the first section. What is the full
> operational rated temperature? and if it is above 400 degrees C we
> believe that the integrity of the heater units, specifically the-power to
> bus connection, will be compromised. Let me know.
> Thank You,
>
>
> Herb Pollard III
> Project Manager
> Diversified Metal Products Inc.

> 208-529-9655
>
> > » "Maupin, James Howard (MPN)" <mpn@bechteljacobs.org> 07/24/01 12:48PM

> >»
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Herb:
Attached are the lasted direction relating to the Heater/Probe Testing.
«probe4-072401.doc»
James (Jim) H. Maupin
MSRE Procurement
Phone 865-241-2651
Fax 865-241-6707
E-mail: maupinjh@bechteljacobs.org

CC:
<tubbjr@bechteljacobs.org>, <szozdarm@bechteljacobs.org>,
<darin@divcontrol.com>, <HUDSONS@PWTOR.COM>

EXHIBIT "C"

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
E & M SALES W E S T , INC., dba
H E A T S O U R C E , Corporation,

Case No.
020901874
Judge Hilder

Plaintiff,
vs
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a
Delaware Limited liability
company,

Deposition of
Andrew Nelson

Defendant.

D)
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a
Delaware Limited Liability
Company,
Third-Party

Plaintiff,

vs
DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS,
INC., an Idaho corporation,
Third-Party

DATE

TAKEN

TAKEN A T :
TAKEN BY:

Defendant

February

18, 2005

SUITTER AXLAND
175 South West Temple
S.alt Lake City, ' Utah
A CP
na Pearce -- CSR, RPR,
Susa

REPORTING

SERVICES,

3 3 3 S O U T H RIO G R A N D E

INC

SUITE F

S A L T LAKE CITY UTAH 8 4 1 0 1
(801) 328-1188 /

1-800-DEPOMAX

FAX 3 2 8 - 1 1 8 9

APPEARANCES
For the

Plaintiff:
GARRETT & GARRETT
By. Edward M. Garrett, Esq.
2091 East 1300 South, Suite 201
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
(801) 581-1168

For the Defendant Bechtel

Jacobs Company LLC

HOLLAND & HART
By: Bryan K. Benard, Esq.
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 595-7833
For the Defendant Diversified Metal

Products

SUITTER AXLAND
By: Kevin D. Swenson, Esq.
175 South West Temple #700
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1480
(801) 532-7300
Also

present:
Darin J. Wood
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1

Friday, February 18, 2005:

10:00 a.m.

2
PROCEEDINGS

3

*

4

*

*

5

ANDREW NELSON,

6

called as a witness, having been first duly

7

sworn, was examined and testified as follows

8
(Exhibits 1 and 2 were marked

9
10

for identification.)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

EXAMINATION
BY MR. SWENSON:
Q.

and address for the record.
A.

Sure.

Andrew Ruland Nelson.

1571

North East Hills Drive, Bountiful, Utah.

18
19

Andy, will you state your full name

How long have you lived at that
address?

20

A.

12 years, approximately.

21

Q.

And what is your current employment?

22

A.

I function as engineer, manager for

23

Process Development Corporation.

24

Q.

Is that a Utah corporation?

25

A.

It is.

Q.

How long has been that a Utah

corporation?
A.

Five years, four years.

Q.

Who are the shareholders

in that

corporation?
A.

Myself and my w i f e .

Q.

What's your wife's

A.

Elizabeth Push Nelson.

Q.

How much of the business do you own

name?

and how much does she own?
A.

I own 49 p e r c e n t , she owns 51

percent -ish.
Q.

That has nothing to do with

government

contracts

A.

No .

Q.

All right.

existing

probably?

Is Heatsource still an

business?

A.

Gosh, I would have to ask someone,

but, y e s , Heatsource has -- yeah, I don't
believe

it's been

Q.
Sales

Okay.

dissolved.
Is Heatsource a dba of E&M

West?
A.

It was at one time.

Q.

Okay.

Incorporated.

o^oan

Tell me first about E&M West,

When was that first
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A.

E&M Sales West, Incorporated

started in approximately

was

'95.

Q.

That was started by whom?

A.

Myself, and that was a Utah

corporation.
Q.

Were you the sole

A.

I was.

Q.

All right.

first come into
A.

shareholder?

And when did Heatsource

existence?

Heatsource was a -- do you have --

you'll have to pardon m e .

I'm not heavy

the administrative management
structuring

into

and the

of the thing.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I believe that came into play as a

dba in approximately
Q.
of E&M

'97.

When you say as a dba, it was a dba
Sales?

A.

Correct.

Q.

Okay.

different

And did it later take

some

form or was it always a dba of E&M

Sales?
A.

To my knowledge, it -- it remained a

dba of E&M Sales West, Inc. -Q.

Okay.
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A.

-- until I believe that was -- I

believe E&M Sales West, Inc. was then changed to
Process Development Corporation.
Q.

So you believe that Process

Development Corporation was just a name change
for E&M Sales?
A.

Yeah, effectively.

Q.

And that was approximately four years

ago or a little less?
A.

Right, yeah.

I don't believe any of

the corporations were dissolved in any form.
Q.

All right.

Was the name changed

prior to the time you started doing work on the
Bechtel Jacobs' heat probe?
A.

No, no.

Development

You mean to Process

Corporation?

Q.

Correct.

A.

No.

In fact, I think I -- I think I

misspoke on the Process Development.

I believe

that would have been probably -- I think that
was officially changed probably a year ago.
Q.

Oh, okay.

A.

And t h a t was a r e s u l t of a c o n s u l t i n g

effort
Q.

by some

folks.

I s H e a t s o u r c e a dba of

Process
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1

Development

Corporation?

2

A.

I believe so.

3

Q.

Do you still do work as Heatsource?

4

A.

We still have customers that

transact

5

business under

- - under that name, but I believe

6

all the - - I believe all -- I don't

7

there are any accounts that are still set up

8

under -- under Heatsource, but I'm

9

still maintain the dba --

believe

sure that we

10

Q.

Okay.

11

A.

- - with the state.

12

Q.

And what do you do as an engineering

13

manager

14

A.

for Process Development
Basically

I'm

Corporation?

a -- my main

15

responsibilities

16

achieve specific goals having to do with their

17

manufacturing

18

Q.

19

Development

are working with customers to

process.

How many employees does
Corporation

Process

have?

20

A.

We have a core of approximately five.

21

Q.

A n d can you tell me who those

22

individuals

are?

23

A.

Sure.

Brian H a r t .

24

Q.

Okay.

25 J

A.

B r i a n Pope, E l i z a b e t h N e l s o n ,

Karla
8

/^tn-o

T->T->"n

O "n

Brown

-- I'm missing
Q.

someone.

What does Brian Hart do with the

company?
A.

He is managing

territory.

the

Colorado

He lives in Ouray.

Q.

And how about Brian

Pope?

A.

He functions as a general manager.

Q.

In Salt

A.

Uh-huh

Q.

Is that a yes?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Thank you.

A.

She is financial.

Q.

Okay.

A.

Sales.

Q.

In the Salt Lake City area?

A.

Correct.

Q.

You said a minute ago that the name

Lake?
(affirmative).

What about

Karla

Brown?

was changed to Process Development
as a result of some

Elizabeth?

Corporation

consultants?

A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative).

Q.

Who were the

A.

Brian Pope and some partners of his

Q.

And what did you understand

consultants?

the

reason for the change to be?

QnQan Hasna Pearce
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A.

Marketing

-- marketing efforts.

Q.

Did Process Development

Corporation

assume all of the assets and liabilities of E&M
Sales

West?
A.

To my knowledge

- - I would have to,

once again, ask a legal and financial expert.
Q.
business

But as far as you know, you're

doing

in the same way with a different

name?

A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative), yes.

Q.

Same employees, same

A.

Right, same location.

Q.

All right.

equipment?

What is your

educational

background?
A.

I have four years of Navy

electronics.

I have an associate's degree

from

the University of the State of New York.
Q.

Where is that

A.

Albany.

located?

I have a bachelor's degree
computer

in

science.

Q.

What year did you get that?

A.

' 86 .

Q.

Okay.

A.

And I've been working

-- basically

working as a -- either a controls engineer or in

10
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the process engineering

field since the mid to

late '80s.
Q.
engineer

You're not a licensed

professional

--

A.

That's

correct.

Q.

-- in any

A.

That's

Q.

Have you taken any graduate

state?

correct.

engineering

courses

engineering

or process

A.

I have

specialist

in either

level

controls

engineering.

functioned as a factory

for -- for several companies.

very specific

field.

that functioned

It's a

The thermal process area

as a -- have been trained by

Endeco out of St. Louis.
Q.

So you've had industry training and

on-the-job training, but no formal education in
those particular

areas?

A.

Well,

I have had --

Q.

Beyond your bachelor's

A.

Yes.

Specific

degree?

~- I have had

specific

systems and applications training directly

from

the m a n u f a c t u r e r s .
Q.

Okay.

A.

In other words, you can't go to
11
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1

the -- process heating

2

curriculum that's available at an

3

university, typically that's p i c k e d up

4

application-specific

5

various manufacturers.

6

Q.

Okay.

is not

-- is not a broad

experience

From the mid

engineering
through

and working

with

1980s when you

7

started doing work as a control

8

process engineer, up through

9

you started E&M Sales --

engineer or

1995 or

10

A.

Uh-huh

11

Q.

-- for whom were y o u

12

A.

I worked as a c o n t r o l s

'96 when

(affirmative) .
employed?
engineer

for

13

Hercules Aerospace, worked as a test

14

for Sperry Defense Systems, and

15

field application engineer for IFM Effector.

16

Q.

IFM?

17

A.

IFM Effector, based

18

engineer

I worked as a

in Essen,

Germany.

19

Q.

And from there you started E&M

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

Okay.

Sales?

Let me show you what we have

22

marked as Exhibit 1, which is a copy of the

23

Amended Complaint

24

recognize

25

A.

that

in this m a t t e r .

Do you

document?

Yes.

12
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Q.

Is that a document you reviewed

to the time
A.

it was

filed?

Yes.
MR. GARRETT:

interject.
claim

the latest

amended

complaints.

I don't think this is

complaint.

MR. BENARD:

There are two

amended

One names Bechtel Jacobs and then

the o t h e r o n e .

This is the

MR. SWENSON:
document

Excuse me, let me

We have in our latest amendment a

for fraud damage.

second.

This is the

entitled Amended Complaint.

see this was filed in June of
MR. GARRETT:
that.

prior

second
You can

2004.

I'll

have to check

We may have to patch that up.
Q.

(By Mr. Swenson)

You indicated

did review this prior to the time it was
A.

Yes.

Q.

And you believe the

contained

therein to be

you

filed?

information

accurate?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And you understand

that this

contains

a claim against Diversified Metal Products,
Incorporated;

is that correct?

And if you

don't

know, that's okay too.

13
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A.

Yeah

-- y e s .

w h e n they were joined

I -- I guess this is

in the suit by Bechtel

Jacobs.

your

Q.

This was shortly after that, y e s .

A.

Okay.

Q.

And this is a claim, though,

company, H e a t s o u r c e , directly

D i v e r s i f i e d Metal

Products,

from

against

Inc.?

A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative).

Q.

And you are aware that you did not

file a claim directly against D C S ; is that
correct ?
A.

Right.

Q.

Do you know why that

A.

Yes.

Q.

What is the

A.

We were

is?

reason?

instructed to do

specific

w o r k by Bechtel J a c o b s ' employees and told that
we would be compensated

for that.

And

-- and

then interface directly with Bechtel Jacobs'
e m p l o y e e s , deliver those products.
didn't
that

And so we

feel that that DMP or DCS was bound

transaction, because the instructions

directly
Q.

from Bechtel
Okay.

in
came

Jacobs.

We'll get into the --

14
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A.

Sure.

Q.

We'll get

conversations

into the specifics of those

a little

later as w e l l .

A.

Right.

Let me add one other thing.

Q.

Sure.

A.

In addition we had been

-- our

transaction with DCS and DMP was complete.
Q.

Okay.

All right.

Let me have you

look at the Amended Complaint which is Exhibit
1.

I want to ask you some questions

that.

about

Kind of use this as an outline for some

of our discussion.
A.

Sure.

Q.

Let me have you look at paragraph 5,

first of a l l .

Do you know what an agent

is?

A.

Not specifically

in a legal sense,

Q.

Fair enough.

A.

Yeah.

Q.

Do you know what an alter ego is?

A.

Not in a legal sense.

Q.

Okay.

no .

Without getting

into any

l e g a l i t i e s , do you have any reason to believe
that DCS was working or dealing with you on
behalf of the Diversified Metal

Products?

15
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A.

Do I now or did I at the

Q.

At any time up to and

A.

Only in that they were

time?

including

now.

involved in a

common project at one time.
Q.

You were aware that DCS was a

subcontractor

for DMP or you b e c a m e

A.

I became aware, c o r r e c t .

Q.

Looking at paragraph

further down it says,
purchase order."

"DMP issued

to plaintiff

a

You would agree with me as you
order

came

Control S y s t e m s , wouldn't

A.

That is correct.

Q.

Okay.

Did you ever receive

purchase order from Diversified
A.

Not to my knowledge.

Q.

Okay.

Metal

Let me have y o u

paragraph number 6.
specifications

it?

5, a little

sit here today that that p u r c h a s e
from Diversified

aware of

you?

any
Products?

look at

This deals w i t h the

for the heat p r o b e ; do you

written
see

that?
A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative) .

Q.

You indicate all of the

were given to you verbally;

is that

A.

That's

correct.

Q.

Okay.

Did you ever ask

instructions
correct?

for written
16
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specifications?
A.

Absolutely.

Q.

When did you ask for

written

specifications?
A.

Continually throughout

throughout

the --

the process of specifying

the u n i t s .

We were trying to get a -- we spend a lot
phone time trying to nail this down.
started out as a very vague request
end of a pipe.

And so we were

It -- it
to heat

feeding

information back to DCS in the form of

down.

But we were never

the

-- we tried to be

as thorough as possible on our side,

and test results and quotations

of

drawings

in nailing

that

issued any kind of a

written format for -- other than the

purchase

order.
Q.

Okay.

In fact, the purchase

was issued in November of 2 0 0 0 ;

order

is that

correct?

A.

I believe that's c o r r e c t , y e a h .

Q.

By that time you had already

the design and submitted

prepared

drawings?

A.

Right.

And run a test.

Q.

You had already run the test.

was just the single zone t e s t ; is that
A.

That

correct?

You bet.

17
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Q.

Who did you ask for

drawings?

A.

For

Q.

Yes.

A.

Would have been -- initially

specifications?

to Todd Lindstrom and

-- I believe

talked

Darin.

Q.

Okay.

A.

People we met with early on.

Q.

So I'm

clear, when you say it would

have been, I want to make sure that

I am clear

whether you're telling me in the normal

course

of business that's who you would have asked or
whether you have a specific
A.

Oh, no.

Q.

-- as you sit

A.

Yes.

What

recollection

here?

I am saying

is early in

the project we were working with Todd

Lindstrom

and then Darin Wood, that's who we met
initially and that's who the phone
were with.
John Weeks.

--

Then it transitioned

conversations

from Todd to

And he would have b e e n our

since I guess probably July.
on, John took responsibility

with

contact

Late July of 2000
for Todd's

portion

of the property.
Q.

Did you ever ask John

for

specifications?
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A.

Absolutely.

Q.

And you have a specific

of doing that as you sit
A.

recollection

here?

Yeah, absolutely.

We

-- in fact, I

have in my notes standard questions
asked concerning processing

that we

information, what

temperature we were going to run at, what's the
max temperature, what's the normal
temperature.
requirements.
believe

operating

Typically we calculate
In this case

heat

-- in this case, I

it was Darin informed us that

customer

their

-- and he didn't divulge who that w a s ,

but he said that his customer had

already

calculated the heat r e q u i r e m e n t s ,

so we didn't

need to do that and they were giving
specifics on mechanical
a drink here
Q.

sizing

us

-- and let me get

-- and p a r a m e t e r s .

All right.

So it's fair to say that

you never relied on the specifications

at any

time if you never saw them?
A.

Correct.

And there was a -- there

was a great deal of movement
information that we were

in the

-- that we were getting

as far as sizing, even physical
units.

-- in the

sizing of the

It was -- it would change

from week to
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week.

It had the look and feel of a -- of a

project that they were developing with
that may have been government

related

possibly not the kind of project you

someone
and

discuss

openly as to the end r e s u l t , which is

relatively

common in our industry, especially with some of
the laboratories and that

sort of thing.

And

with the changes in p a r a m e t e r s , for instance,
the internal tube size, it seemed as if they
were still on the -- in the

designer

specification stage early on, you know.

I am

talking July, August.
Q.

Talking prior to the issuance of

purchase

order?

A.

Correct, c o r r e c t .

Q.

Okay.

paragraph

In the last sentence

6 it says,

"All of the

given to plaintiff were v e r b a l . "
information that you requested
get responded
A.

the

of

instructions
Was

there

that you did not

to?

A written spec.

I mean we would

have

liked to -- we would have liked to have a firm
written specification with sizes

and

requirements and limits and that sort of

thing.

So we had to -- from our end, take the verbal
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information, incorporate that into our
and testing

drawings

formats, and then provide that

to

DCS for further approval, basically.
Q.
verbal

Who first provided you with
instructions

and the verbal

A.

It would have been Todd

Q.

Okay.

the

parameters?
Lindstrom.

Do you recall when

those

conversations took place, or the first of

those

conversations took place?
A.

Yeah -- well, there were

conversations

early

concerning

some equipment.

were six state technical

representatives

process control
company called
Inventus.

-- thermal process

for a

control

-- it's now Eurotherm

--

And they refer all technical

for the region to u s .

We

issues

And I think initially

information request was for some Barbara
temperature

Coleman

controllers, which is part of the

Inventus Group.

So we provided

information

the electronics and the control

components.

I believe that

-- that that's how our

meeting took place.

on
And

initial

And once Todd realized

were not only experienced

we

in the electronics

control side, but also in the heating
he asked

the

side, that

-- started asking questions about

this
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application that they had.
Q.

Okay.

Did Todd at any time tell you

what the operating temperature of the heat

probe

needed to be - A.

He did.

Q.

-- the

A.

Yeah.

Q.

When did he tell you

that?

A.

Yeah.

several

heaters?

He told us on

occasions.
Q.

When he saw us?

A.

Oh, Heatsource, he told m e , also Dan

Schwender on several occasions, that the -- that
they didn't see the -- that the maximum
temperature that the probe would
operating

-- would be

in was 650 Centigrade, and that

-- and

specifically that they felt that was a -- that
that had the safety margin built

into it.

We asked very specifically
what are our -- since we were also

on

early

providing

overtemp devices and information, what

those

maximum temperatures were going to b e .

And

a common control

also

scheme that -- that we used

that we will do power limiting to hold
temperatures at a certain level that

surface

protects
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the process.

So basically when we were

about this probe assembly, we were

-- we were

looking at a control scheme that's been
successful

in other applications.

And

very

And so we

would need to know exactly what that
that number would be.

talking

-- what

650 was a number

was agreed on as a maximum and then later
to -- that's the temperature we
Q.

that

tested

tested.

When you say later tested to, are you

talking about the single

zone test

--

A.

August.

Q.

-- in August and early September

A.

Yup.

Q.

Did you ever tell anybody that

of

2000?

that

was -- anybody at DCS that this was going to be
a two zone test prior to the
A.

We originally

testing?

-- yeah, we

said that we would run a -- I forget

originally
if it was

two or more, a multi zone I think it w a s , that
was the term I used, multi

zone test with a

video and reporting.
Q.

And that

changed?

A.

Yes, that

Q.

Why did that

changed.
change?
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A.

We were expecting

to be paid to do

the test.
Q.

At that time you hadn't

even

finished

the purchase order, correct?
A.

That's correct.

That's correct.

So

we were working on the -- you know, basically
was a business development

at that point.

We

had a lot of time into the -- and resources
the project.

it

into

We'd been --

Q.

Did you ever --

A.

-- to Idaho a couple of times.

Q.

Did you ever tell anyone at DCS prior

to the August
from a multi

testing that you had changed
zone test to a single

A.

Sure, absolutely.

Q.

Who did you

A.

We told -- I believe

that

zone test?

tell?
that

Dan

Schwender was talking to John Weeks at that
point.
Q.

So you believe

it was Dan that

told

him and not you?
A.

Yeah, that actually

absolutely.

-- right,

The sequence of events was the --

Dan had received a call from DCS in Boise
us to run a test

asking

-- and a test that we had
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discussed prior.

And that we had referenced

to

the maximum operating temperature of 650

degrees

Centigrade

And I

and hold that for 100 hours.

had asked Dan to call up and get a purchase
order for the test work.
to me that
test.

And he reported

back

-- that DCS didn't want to pay for a

And at that point we said, well,

run a single

we'll

zone test and not charge you, but

we're not going to -- it's very expensive to get
everything machined up and it's a pretty
specific unit.

And then DCS was to supply us

with what we'll call the probe housing,
Hastelloy tube of the units

inserted

they provided us with that unit and

the

in.

So

they

approved the single zone test at our expense.
Q.

Who approved the single zone test or

was that again done through
A.

I would

Dan?

-- I would

-- I guess this, is

speculation, but I would have to say it was
Darin was calling the shots on the -- John was
answering

to Darin and I think Darin was making

the financial

decisions.

Q.

Do you know where Dan is now?

A.

Dan is in law school

southern

in I believe

California.
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MR. GARRETT:

He's

becoming

THE WITNESS:

Yeah.

dangerous.

Q.

(By Mr. Swenson)

And do you

know

which law school?
A.

I don't.

Q.

Do you know Dan's p a r e n t s '

A.

Not off -- not off the top of my

Q.

Okay.

names?

head .
Do you know if his

live in the Salt Lake
A.

Diego.

area?

They do not.

live in Jackson Hole.

parents

I believe his

parents

I know that he's in San

I don't know which school.

Q.

All right.

You were present

at the

depositions in Idaho Falls a couple of weeks
ago - A.

Correct.

Q.

-- of Todd, John, Darin and

A.

Yes.

Q.

You heard all of those

Herb?

individuals

indicate that they told you that the

operating

temperature needed to be 800 degrees Celsius; is
that true?
A.

Is it true that you heard
Among other

-- yeah.

Among

that?
other
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things, yeah.
Q.

All right.

A.

We agreed to several

temperatures

up

there.
Q.

Is it your p o s i t i o n , as you sit here

today, that none of these

four individuals

told you that the operating

ever

temperature of the

probe needed to be 800 degrees Celsius

prior

to -A.

Prior to the second generation

Q.

Prior to mid May?

A.

Prior to the exposure

and -- in other words, I didn't

--

to both DMP
-- I didn't

Herb Pollard until we were already

meet

in the

delivery process of the - - I didn't know
relationship between DCS and DMP and

the

Bechtel

prior to -- I guess this would be April

-- April

of '01.
Q.

Let me exclude Herb from that

A.

Okay.

Q.

Is it your p o s i t i o n , as you sit

today, that neither Darin, Todd nor John
told you that the operating

temperature

probe needed to be 800 degrees
A.

then.

here

ever
of

the

Celsius?

That's correct.
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1

Q.

Do you believe that

is the same

for

2

Dan, that he was never told it needed to be

3

operated at 800

degrees?

4

A.

That's correct.

5

Q.

Prior to the time that

U-bent

6

technology was used and tested, isn't it true

7

that you never had a test other than the

single

8

zone test in August of 2000 that reached

650

9

degrees

Celsius?

10
11

MR. GARRETT:

Do you understand

THE WITNESS:

Yeah.

question?

12

That's

After the initial

14

reached

15

testing on the -- on the units until April

16

well, until DMP

17

call from John Weeks.

18

650 for 100 h o u r s , we did no

Q.
May of

-- after our testing,

correct.

13

19

which

further
--

-- until we received a phone

(By Mr. Swenson)

In

approximately

2001?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

Were you aware that none of

22

tests

23

degrees

24

A.

25

the

those

-- the heat probes were able to reach

650

Celsius?
No.

I'm

-- I don't

agree with

that

statement.
28

Q.

Okay.

A.

No, I received a phone call

believe

You were never told

it was on a Saturday

that?
from -- I

from John.

first of -- the first questions he had

And
were

concerning an infrared pyrometer that we
represent, that measures very high
without

the

also

temperatures

contacting the object or p r o c e s s .

And

he had stated that the pyrometer readings

were

not matching the thermocouple

readings.

And I

explained to him that to get a good reading

out

of the pyrometer, he needed to get a u n i c i v i t y
that was in line with the -- with the
that he was measuring

object

and that since it was a

metal piece and possibly a polished

and

finished

p i e c e , that he may need to coat it with either a
paint or a tape that would then burn or
and then give him a unicivity

-- excuse m e , I

need some water -- of approximately
would give him a proper

.95 which

reading.

And he tried that, called me
said it was measuring

oxidize

-- said that

measurements had been alined.

back

the

Then I received a

second call for him -- from him, I b e l i e v e

this

was a Sunday, and he indicated

that he

applied

in open air and

full power to the unit

had
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1

he said -- I remember very specifically,

sitting

2

over there at the pool with my family and he

3

said it was -- it was -- we put full power to

4

it, it started glowing red and then it

5

working.

And that was based on the -- on the

6

spectrum,

if the unit was glowing

7

light conditions, it would have to have been in

8

excess of 650.

stopped

red in ambient

9

Q.

Okay.

10

A.

You wouldn't get that visual

-- so I

11

can get a calibrated m e a s u r e m e n t , but

I can tell

12

you by the explanation of what happened to the

13

unit, if you would have applied v o l t a g e to that

14

heater array in that c o n f i g u r a t i o n

15

and it glowed red, that it was hotter than 650.

in open air

16

Q.

How hot would it have

been?

17

A.

W e l l , it depends on the hue of that

18

glow, but in ambient light c o n d i t i o n s , you're

19

you're well into the -- into the mid

20

mid thousands Fahrenheit before you're

21

you're picking up that

22
23

--

-- into the
-- before

emission.

And then we later

-- we later

found

out that their intention was --

24

Q.

Whose

intention?

25

A.

The intention of John who was

running

30

1

the test that Herb Pollard has

2

written in April

3

weeks ago -- their intention was to run

4

to -- in open air to 800 degrees C e n t i g r a d e ,

5

with his description of what happened and

then

6

the w r i t t e n document

it's

7

their acceptance test, they were going to hang

8

them from a crane and slap them with power

9

see if they run right up to 800 C.

10

apparently

-- that we testified

to two
directly

from DMP saying that

so

and

I would

say

that was the intention of the test.

11

Q.

Okay.

12

A.

Which would also, by the way, be a

13

very bad

14

standpoint.

15

you

16

You'd certainly destroy it.

17

idea from a -- from a heater
We would never recommend

-- that you deal with a heater

Q.

integrity
that

in that

Were you aware that DCS and DMP

18

testing on May 13th, 2001 were never able

19

record a temperature over 630 degrees

20

without

21

A.

22

way.

in
to

Celsius

failure?
Not until

-- n o , I wasn't

-- I wasn't

aware of that.

23

Q.

You went to Idaho Falls the next

24

A.

That's correct.

25

Q.

You met with Herb Pollard,

day?

Flew up there.
James
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1

Hylton, John Weeks and Darin Wood?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

All right.

Did you p a r t i c i p a t e

in at

4

that time, in additional testing of any of the

5

units?

6

A.

At that

7

Q.

Yes.

8

A.

On that specific day, I b e l i e v e

9

we

time?

that

- - I'm not sure if we tested a second unit

10

that day or if we took the -- I know that

11

left there with a unit or some units to do

12

diagnostic

13

procedure, you know, based on the input of Jim

14

Hylton.

15

we were looking to find out what exactly

16

happened.

17

-- or basically a fact

All right.

we
some

finding

And, you know, basically at that

Q.

on

had

And did you become

18

that there were bussing problems at or

19

that

point

aware

about

time?

20

A.

Oh, over time.

21

Q.

Okay.

22

A.

Over time.

23

Q.

And did the bussing

problems

24

contribute to the shorting out of those

25

and not allowing them to get to the

heaters

appropriate

32

temperature?
A.

That

-- that was one of the -- that

was the first suspected culprit

of

-- of --

basically the instruction at that point
simply this.

was

We were then made aware of this

800 degree Centigrade number and
vocal with everybody

I was very

involved that we had tested

to 650, and -- and anything beyond
uncharted territory.

that was

And the task put

of me, at that point, was -- was

--

in front

basically

by -- Jim Hylton was there as the de facto.
said it was the electrical
representative.

He

engineering

He said can y o u tell us what

the limiting factors, what do we need to -- you
know, what do we need to look at to raise the
capability of these probes.
And so at that p o i n t , we
having apparent

shorting at high

-- we were

temperature.

And my first inclination was that we were
getting

-- we were having thermal

expansion

issues and some drifting of the bussing
time and extensive research
determined that the actual
limiting

over

-- r e s e a r c h , we
-- the

factor of those first

actual

generation

heaters w a s , in fact, the t r a n s i t i o n pin which
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1

was melting and then migrating

through the

2

magnesium oxide and eventually m a k i n g

3

contact with the heater sheath.

So, in other

4

words, the transition pin, w h i c h

is a component

5

of the heater, would become

liquid

6

just like mercury in your t h e r m o s t a t .

7

would become liquid, it would still

8

electricity, but the magnesium o x i d e , which is a

9

fairly porous material that t r a n s f e r s heat

like

is the industry standard

the

--

it's

So it

conduct

10

readily,

11

material, allowed to migrate and then it would

12

short out.

13

for

very

So, in fact, on the first

compaction

generation

14

units, the bussing was not the limiting

15

it was the transition pin, even though -- you

16

know, that's where we initially

17

that's where we tested.

18

some -- I flew back that a f t e r n o o n , got on the

19

phone to some suppliers of ours that do -- that

20

specialize

21

provided us with some compounds

22

the bussing and pins and, in fact, that

23

lowered the failure rate on our

24

level.

25 I

Q.

factor,

looked and

In fact, we

tried

in high temp a p p l i c a t i o n s .
for

stabilizing

-- the

Lowered the t e m p e r a t u r e

They

even
failure

at which it
34

failed?
A.

Right, because of the

thermal

property of some of the bonding agents,
insulated

it and made the

either

-- the pin issue work

or we actually had a couple of compounds
became conductive at relatively

low

that

temperatures

to a point where it would kick out the

control

circuitry.
Q.

What was the melting point of the pin

material

that you used?

A.
about

The -- you know, are you

the transition

talking

pin?

Q.

Correct .

A.

It would depend on the -- on the

manufacturer

-- at that point we were

Dalton meters and they

- - I'm

using

not sure what

the

-- off the top of my head what the -- trying

to

think if that was -- the actual melting point
that

-- that pin would be in the mid

maybe high
Q.
the

2,000,

2,000.
Okay.

You mentioned

that Dalton

was

supplier.
A.

of

Correct.

In the invoices that

received, we didn't get any information

we

from

Dalton.
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1

Q.

2

invoices and

3

A.

I did not. Those would be --

4

Q.

Would they be maintained by

5

Okay.

Dalton

records?

your

company?

6

A.

Uh-huh

7

Q.

Okay.

8

Did you maintain the

original

(affirmative).
Would that include

the

invoices as well as --

9

A.

Sure.

10

Q.

-- replacement part invoices

11

A.

Absolutely, yeah.

12

Q.

--

13

A.

Yeah.

14
15

correspondence?
We should be - - if that

MR. GARRETT:

I may have

misunderstood your subpoena.

17

wanted the records on the second

19

wasn't

provided to you, we --

16

18

--

MR. SWENSON:

I thought you
generation.

On the first

generation

is what we wanted.

20

MR. GARRETT:

First

21

MR. SWENSON:

First and second.

generation?

22

have a lot of the stuff here that is the

23

generation, but nothing

24

THE W I T N E S S :

25

just

We

first

from Dalton.
Okay.

Yeah,

should be -- in fact, we can certainly

this
provide

3 6
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you that information.

I'm not

sure why it

wasn't in the original packet.
Q.

(By Mr. Swenson)

Let me show you

what has been identified as Exhibit N o . 2.
A.

Sure.

Q.

These are your answers

interrogatories.

to

Let me find y o u a copy of

those.
Let me have you look at page

5.

A.

Sure.

Q.

First of all, let me have you look at

page 8 before

I do that.

A.

This seems

Q.

Do you have page 9?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Is that your

A.

Y e s , it is.

Q.

Did you review these

you signed

familiar.

signature?

answers

before

them?

A.

I believe so.

Q.

Did you believe the a n s w e r s to be

truthful at the time you signed
A.

I did.

Q.

Okay.

them?

Let me have y o u look at page

5 .
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A.

Okay.

Q.

In the middle of the page there's a

paragraph that starts, On May
see

1 4 , 2001.

Do you

that?
A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative) .

Q.

And that describes

A.

Yes.

Q.

-- the meeting

--

that you were at while

you were in Idaho Falls?
A.

Right.

Q.

Down five lines or so in that, at the

very end of the line on the right-hand

side

there's a sentence that s t a r t s , It was
determined.

Do you see

that?

A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative) .

Q.

"It was determined

been tested to a temperature
degrees Fahrenheit and failed
temperature."

Do you see

A.

I do.

Q.

Did I read that

A.

Yes.

Q.

All right.

that

the units

far and above

had

1200

at the higher

that?

correctly?

Who made

a determination

that these units had ever been tested above

1200

degrees Fahrenheit ?
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A.

That was the information

John upon arrival there.

We were

I got

-- or I was --

I was informed that the objective of the
being done at DMP was to -- was to heat
probe to 800 degrees

from

testing
the

Centigrade.

Q.

Right.

A.

And that they were not able to make

800 degrees Centigrade.
Q.

Okay.

And he never told you what

temperature they were able to reach, did he?
A.

I think we had

had documentation on that

-- I'm

testing.

Q.

Okay.

A.

And that we were

know that
within

sure that he

in excess of 650.

-- I know that we in that time

I

period

-- let's say w i t h i n a week of that, we

were absolutely running units in excess of 6 5 0 .
In fact, we had -- I know
took a unit out.

specifically that

we

In other w o r d s , we took a

single unit out of the probe assembly and ran it
open on the floor.
they would

And

in that

-- they would hit

configuration

800 outside of

the

probe.
Q.

But as far as a test inside

the

p r o b e , you were never told the temperature

that
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this reached and you testified earlier
A.

No, I think

--

-- I am sure that

--

sure that we did discuss that and it was

in

I'm

excess of the 650, because that was my -- I was
quite alarmed that we had been told that we had
a maximum temperature of 650 and that we

had

b e e n given a 650 maximum value to test to.

And

yet when the equipment was handed over to DCS's
customer, they were

-- they were then looking

at

a much higher value for testing.
Q.

You were present when John

testified

in Idaho Falls that the test failed prior
reaching

650 degrees C e l s i u s , weren't

to

you?

A.

I was there when he

Q.

Did you hear that

A.

Was that under cross-examination

was that his - - if you
don't know

testified.

testimony?

-- if you -- if you

or
-- I

specifically.

Q.

If you don't recall, that's

A.

Yeah.

fine.

MR. GARRETT:

Well

--

THE W I T N E S S :

I'm not sure what

said in Idaho Falls specifically.
we had a lot of cross-examination
contradicted

the unsolicited

he

We had a -that

testimony up there.
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Q.

(By Mr. Swenson)

indicate that

If J o h n ' s

in on his testimony

records

on May 13,

2001 that he was never able to a c h i e v e
degrees Celsius on the probe

--

A.

Uh-huh

Q.

-- you would dispute

A.

I would

(affirmative) .

-- I would

can't speak to a specific
Q.

Okay.

A.

Right.

650

that?

-- I would

-- I

test.

Because you w e r e n ' t
But I can speak

present?

to the

testing that I was -- what I can speak to is
the -- when he had the original o p e n - a i r
that

-- that based on physical p r o p e r t i e s

what he had described,

I can -- we can

that that was a high temperature

unit
of

deduce

condition.

I

don't know a specific value t h e r e , but then I
also know that

in our testing, a f t e r that date,

that we did -- we did exceed those
number on -- on several occasions

- - that
in

650

different

configurations.
Q.

Was that when the h e a t e r s were

out of the Hastelloy

tube and

taken

tested

independently?
A.
that

We had units that

-- we had

- - that went to 650 without

units

a problem.

It
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was 800 that was -- that was causing

the

trouble.
Q-.

When did you have the unit

That was a multi

tested?

zone test that went about

A.

In -- with the D a l t o n meters.

Q.

First

generation?

A.

First

generation?

Q.

Yes.

A.

We had -- we had several units

650?

that

went to -- in excess of 6 5 0 .
Q.

When was that testing

A.

It would have been in the weeks

following

performed?

-- it would have been late May,

early

April.
Q.

Did you maintain any testing notes or

logs that

indicate the temperatures

along those
A.

testings?
We have - - yeah, we have notes on --

I'm not sure how much -- I'm

not

the specific handwritten notes
that we provided
Q.

at any time

sure how much

and test

specifically.

Where did you recall

that

taking place where one of the first
heaters being tested in multi
tested above

data

650 degrees

zone

testing
generation

situation

Celsius?
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1

A.

DMP I believe.

2

Q.

And if their test records

indicate

3

again that there was never a test above

4

degrees Celsius, you would dispute

5

A.

630

that?

Well, it would depend on the -- the

6

other

factors here or the way in which the units

7

are ramped and how power is supplied,

8

basically the thermal management

9

mean you could

and

of the unit.

-- it's certainly possible

10

induce a failure at a lower temperature

11

thermal profile isn't managed or ramped to

12

the units to stabilize.

I

to

if the
allow

13

Q.

Okay.

14

A.

So I'm not disputing

15

or a specific

16

that

17

650 which was beyond the design spec of the unit

18

and original

19

Q.

20

their test

incident, I am simply

-- that we had units that went

data

stating
in excess of

configuration.

All right.

Let's go back to Exhibit

1 which, again, is the Amended

Complaint.

21

A.

Certainly.

22

Q.

Let me have you look at paragraph

23

A.

Okay.

24

Q.

It says,

25

"Upon r e c e i p t , DCS

9.

tested

the units to 1200 degrees plus Fahrenheit.

And
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else
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room
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No

]

SA

*.

-

he Amended C o m p l a i n t ,

took

place o n J u n e 2 11- )i , 2001?
A.

Ex n

Q,

Exhit:-

A.

Oh,

i.) .

IJM

i

' ,

T

Paragraph number

!

2.

It's on page 3?

T

Q.

The meeting you'i ? referring

^=;raqraph

-Yes.

2^03

Yes.

That took place on June

That's the Rick D e a r h o l d t

s i Ji .

'
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1

'
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;..
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Ar.
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-
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still
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se

asked in the meeting to provide

alternative

technologies or approaches to reach this
degrees Centigrade testing goal.
presented a few different

And I

aspects.

One was an

axial approach where we -- where we

zoned

different units in a nonuniform method,
they didn't like.
configuration.

We talked about the

zone

U-bent

technology and we also talked about an

comfortable with.

which

They wanted a stacked

heating method that they weren't

800

impeded

necessarily

And Rick Dearholdt

was very

excited about this slug that we had there to the
point where he said would it be all right if I
took this back to Bechtel, this clearly
that we've transitioned

shows

from a design build

an R&D mode on this -- on this p r o j e c t .
said,

to

And I

"Gosh, do you really want to take

it back,

it's melted?"
And he said,

"Well, this shows the

temperatures we're achieving."

And he

placed emphasis on how critical

this

was.
that

then

project

The timing had absolutely been met
-- and that

-- they were

comfortable with the U-bent

-- they

and

were

approach and

they

wanted us to do whatever it took to meet that --
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that August

shipping deadline.

And he said,

"Keep track of your time, don't get
away with"

carried

-- "don't get carried away

with

overhead and profit charges, and w e ' l l "

--

"we'll see that you guys get taken care of."
And then Rob Szozia reiterated
specifically
because

that, he

-- I remember this very

said

clearly

it threw me on my h e e l s , he said,

"What

we're asking for in here is a m i r a c l e , with this
time schedule and the" --

"and the

schedule we're asking for." A n d he
specifically,

"If you can make

production
said

this happen, the

money truck will be backing up to the
building."
Q.

Okay.

A.

So I would --

Q.

No further discussion about

hourly

rate - A.

After.

Q.

-- amount of

A.

After that meeting, Darin and I and

time?

Herb had a discussion and apparently,

according

to Herb, Rick Dearholdt had reiterated
simply needed to keep track of our time
materials and not

that we
and

-- you know, don't run the
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bill up, but we would be compensated

for -- for

our efforts.
Q.

Okay.

that we've

Let me show you a document

identified before as a Bechtel

Jacobs' document, lots of zeros and a seven.
A.

Freshen my water.

Q.

Sure.

prepared,

This is a document

that

is it not?

A.

Yes.

Q.

That's your signature on the

of that

you

bottom

document?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And does this, in fact, represent

additional

cost you incurred

the U-bent

technology or second

heating

in coming up with
generation

probe?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And the total amount

on that

is

$131 , 576?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

Do you see on there

quantity for engineering
A.

Uh-huh

Q.

Is that a yes?

A.

Yes.

is

that

720?

(affirmative).
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Q.

Thank you.

Who did the

engineering

work on that?
A.

That would be myself

and we also had

an engineer working for us by the name of Nolan
Merritt , that -Q.

Do you know where Nolan is now?

A.

I don't.

Q.

Was Nolan a PE?

A.

I don't believe he had a PE, but he

had both a bachelor's and master's

in

engineering.
Q.

Did you license Heatsource with

state as an engineering
A.

No, no.

typically,

firm?

We -- our customers

licensed engineering

engineering

So

to give them specific

very

So we would be brought
information.

approvals, we will

in

And then if

we are doing a civil job or a job that
engineering

on

licensed

firms are -- typically are

normally our clients.

our

licensed

firms to consult with them

process heating applications.

-- well,

is -- from

e x p o s u r e , we are normally hired by
engineering

the

requires

subcontract

an

engineer to look it over and stamp it.
Q.

In this case, that didn't h a p p e n , did
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it?
A.

No, it was never a r e q u i r e m e n t .

Q.

Who was the senior tech slash QA who

did that work?
A.

We had several people working

at the time.

That could have been

- - could

been Willy Hazel or one of the other
Q.
wasn't

for us

Willy Hazel was primarily

have

employees.
a salesman,

he?

A.

Yes.

He had a -- he did have a

degree in engineering
degree and extensive

technology,
quality and

four-year
safety

experience.
Q.

Okay.

You indicate that

this

accounting does not include administrative

or

overheard expenses ?
A.

That's

Q.

Is there anything else that was not

included in this
A.
was

correct.

breakdown?

This was a -- this particular

format

-- was compiled as a -- b a s i c a l l y a low

number that would enable equipment
payment

from Bechtel.

instructions.

turnaround

That was our

And we were

-- at the

specific
completion

of the project, we were instructed by Herb
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1

that

2

compile the costing and to -- that that

3

all be submitted

4

companies.

5

-- that Dearholdt had instructed him to

Q.

would

in one lump sum among the three

That, in fact, was done with

6

Jacobs' Exhibit

7

dated August

8

of this

exhibit?

9

A.

Yeah.

10

Q.

What about your work was at the low

11

rate?

12

the hourly

13

1 or number

Bechtel

Yeah, they

the number of hours or

rate?
Oh, just both hourly rate

standard, you know, profit

15

put in there.

16

overhead of management

17

resources that were shuttled between

18

equipment, just, you know,

19

consumables.

20

Q.

22 |

A.

There's no

All right.

engineering

page

--

14

21 I

letter

21st, 2001, which is the first

Did you discount

A.

1, right, the

and

-- there's no profit
administrative

support, you know,
test

basically

What was your

standard

rate between May and August

of 2001?

It would depend on the type of

23 I

activity that was programing

or design work.

24 |

would be 100 and a quarter.

With this value

25 |

of -- or with this quantity of h o u r s , we

felt
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It

1

that the 85 was very fair.

2

Q.

3

Exhibit

4

A.

Uh-huh

5

Q.

Let me have you look at page 4 of

7

A.

It's blank.

8

Q.

Go to the next one.

6

Okay.
1.

It's the Amended

Complaint.

(affirmative).

that.

9
10

Let me have you look back at

There you g o .
see

Paragraph 1 7 , do you

that?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

You claim there that you

13

suffered

damages of $229,326.00.

14

A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative).

15

Q.

Where does that number come

16

A.

That is -- that does

have

17

administrative overhead and profit

18

numbers.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25 I

Q.

Profit and overhead of

$100,000
A.

nearly
time?

Sure, yeah, with the amount of

hours

involved.

So that's all that

there is the profit and
A.

-- profit

in that three-month period of

worked and logistics
Q.

from?

is

additional

overhead?

Off the top of my head, I think

that
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1

makes up the majority of the -Q.

2

Is it standard for you to

3

profit and overhead of approximately

4

on top of your normal

5
6

A.

80 percent

rates?

No, our standard profit would be in

the 30-percent range.

7

Q.

Profit and

8

A.

Well, not overhead.

9

charge

overhead?

depend on the -- on what was

Overhead

-- for

would

an

10

off-site.

11

the testing and so on was done in the

12

facility and so we were operating a p r i v a t e

13

aircraft back and forth

14

Q.

15

travel?

16

A.

17

were

Most of this

-- most of this project,
DMP

extensively.

And you billed

for that, r i g h t , as

Not in its entirety.

I think

we

--

18

Q.

You billed $4300 in

19

A.

Yeah.

travel?

I'd have to review

the

20

documents to tell you exactly how the 229

-- but

21

I know that that -- that that number

22

reviewed and profit and overhead was applied

23

the original numbers as well as p o s s i b l y

24

other

25

that

was

some

-- some other costs that were incurred
comprises that.
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cv

and

Q.
profit

You testified
is calculated

A.

that your

standard

at 30 percent?

It d e p e n d s .

It would depend

on

the -- just depends on the - - on the format.

If

we buy and resell, it's in the 30th p e r c e n t i l e ,
on the intellectual property.

There's a lot of

factors.
Q.

My question is if you normally

your engineering

bill

services at $85 an hour, do you

then add profit on top of that at 30 percent?
A,

In some scenarios

absolutely.

Q.

And what do you bill your

A.

I would have to ask the

overhead

at?
accounting

folks.
Q.

Would that be your

wife?

A.

We have an accountant

Q.

Who is your

A.

Jim Osborn.

Q.

He's in

A.

Yes, in Scottsdale,

and

accountant?

Phoenix?
Osborn

Accounting.
Q.

Was he your accountant

in late

2001

as well?
A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative).
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Q.

Would he be the best p e r s o n to talk

to about how the $229,326 was arrived
A.

at?

Yeah, he would be a good one to talk

to .
MR. SWENSON:

Should have been

there in January, not in Idaho F a l l s .

down

Why don't

we take a quick break.
Q.

(By Mr. Swenson)

page 4 of Exhibit

We're

looking at

1, the $229,326.

Do you have

any other information as you sit here
other than what you have already
that

told m e , about

number?
A.

Without

looking at the

-- without

looking at the worksheets, I can't

would
it.

today,

Q.

Do you have

A.

I don't have a mind

-- let's see.

recall.

worksheets?
for finance.

I

some notes

about

I may have

If I looked at the -- the date which

number was submitted,
out what that

I might be able to

-- what calculations

-- there's no detail

figure

and what

numbers were used to come up with that
but I don't

that

number,

on that

- - on

that number.
Q.

Okay.

Let me have you look at the

bottom of the p a g e , same page.

You

indicate
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w e had

e a f •)."•! 1.) i I Ml'"1/

I "" 111. i„H,J IIJ c.w-f b a s e d

unavailability

oi

design
A .
the
of

-.

that

; s( M in i

were

i

spent.

. I-1 t: ,1. o n w 1 1 hi

ihao?
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it

those
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two
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numbers.

It
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. . .

unavailable

funds
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lac d --

between
excess

chose
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c> .

the

of

on the
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for o t h e r

business
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away

was

in,

w i 1 h I hi

tl: lat w a s

then

development

ai id
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Q.
projects

during

d i d n '"' L h a v e
A .

Lnat

time

t~

Oh, yes.

Where

A.

Several

Q.

Which

A.

I would

s p e c /: f i c

-. - " hi
|
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" :] : - : "

.
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any

did
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c o m p 1 et ••> "I y

base

have
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that

lines

of

t i me.
credit

in

t hat

ave

changed

financial

ones?

names

say

*~ h ~ *- or in1

at

^ ^oupie

..- ••! -- a o s h
changed
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institutions.
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they

times
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something
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else

Okay.

Q.

Do you recall

the size of that

1ine 01
I think

A.

it was in the $10 0,00 0

range.
Was that a persorx^1

Q.

1 4 n e of credit

or

a company li ::>=> ^ f ^ r<=»d -1 ~ V
A.
,

?rei"i.t

- • " wa«

A.

13

t r a nsferrti

assets.

N ^, thdL a ueen ^ another

insti t ut io n.

1.4

Q.

Okay .

1

A.

W

16 I

Q.

W a s that., t h e or 1 y line-

:;:jt

you ha a ±.

' credit

ihat

?

18

A.

I ihiLii

19

Q.

Okay.

20

A.

T..;: :.-:.. :: :. ssues would have

21

= was

open?

12

17

--

C

Q.
'

----,

secured through personal

10
11

I

„:ieie were

several

others.

been

accounts payable.

22

Q.

23

:red i t fo -

24

wheit

25

war4-

t i) , s t :i :: ] ;: t: : • : •] : t he
"tin u t e t h o i i g h .
i i L :: • b
J-1. .. ::. o s e

:i o

I i ne o f

I w a n t t o f i n d o i 11
w e ' i: e g c :i i ig t o

records.
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A .

Si i r e

o thei

I I 111' L t" ,u.e - - a ! i rf

I Mi

I t h I n k that would

have been

the

i d l -- * "

Y o u can ' *- ~ - -.a 1 1

Q .

c r e d i t a s v-"' ^ ; t- here right
A.-

L o : ina1- -- ^ct

Q.

Okay.

•' i i ' 11

I i II i

I

A.

'-

Q.

Okay .

A .

I

.:i 11a 1 .1.

i. I'V"

"y"

specifically.
community

i »•> 11 i ! 111 I longer exists because

-'

line of

I ! "' i "i .
When

did

1 *' " :

II

credit?
B i i < 1111- < 111

I

t ha t

: . ' SR

t- a k e

t" I I r I I

v

,:-.-..' | & -•

'^rnmunit y

place.

J.

t

•? o T.™. v r.: *~ "•/
Q.

y ( i , II 1

positive

nn

First

-

t

Do

.-. r 1 g n t o n

y o 1 .i k n o w w h a t

A.

I

Q.

H

o£

ion1•

A.

Nn.

Q.

Okay.

t rom

L 11 tj

i n

, - •
'.

t he

n
.•*• -

.iure

± 1 ri e

* -

iiuw?

:

credi t

sank.

is

s ay ,

s t: i ] 1 b e

. . :•.

'...'ii H a n k

line s

I r. a * m a y

sic-- .

k

,I!

l I

] :i ] ;:: 3 I
* d T. : . i s r r a t i v e

M.

place?

I ' lit. iII iJ I

i

] i n e s of

now?

Ar.r] you sa^d che

was taken into another

and

-. riy • t h a r

s p e n f ic=il hT

. .

know.

. -2 o u r

- -

Do you have any

o t he. r 1 oa. 11 s
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asna

.

it

A .

K -s .

•

. ate

p a y : ng

Ei.

Q.
A . '

k j. y r. . .

Q .

VI h o

w a £?

A .

: c- "

"o I r u m L iie

c ~;^

: , : . „ .

Q.

When

w;^ • W - "] -/

' -

- ?

A.

?

Q.

Okay.

Q ^

r,,

Do you know where Wi^Iy is

" o u know i f he ' s S L I •

Lake area ."
A .

He IT;ay be .

Q.

iji m e
g• i ) s 1: i

A.

No1 an Merri11 w a s .

Q.

W h e ii w a s N o ] a i3

A.

He w a s

or

Ji il y

I

:i ::: i i "'

1et

well,
sow - -

go

i n probably

t:
I

probably Jul"/ . / lagust

-

/

• ' *

J u1y

--—*- Deen

.

:or

of
--

sure,

' 01
• I

THE WITNESS:
h a ^;r e b e e n ::i i 11: i i I g

D I;

Yeah, right

I *• would

t: • ::> w a r d s 11 i e € :i

. e

p ro je c t .
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Let me

Jacobs

have

you

locuir.-nr ,

a t f 1 riaat i-'e • .

B00007,

i me

r. l

i or

invoice DM? KJL Bechtel Jacobs, roi
.A.

No, o u r - - o i i r In s t r uc t i o n s were
t:« D k e e p

1

t: 1 ie

: :i : 1 ;;: a e ]:: a i i 11 ] i :i :i :i I g

11

A n d th at w ou 1 d b e adm i n istr at i v e .

1

Q .

13

A .•

1

track

\ eep

11 ic Lt:

1i

your A

of the

track of

!:: a ] ] ;; * u p o n

c o m p i F::. .i n n .

A n d t h o s e :i n s 11: i i c t :i
Both

1: »• ID t h H e r b P c i ; -t r d

^rd 3eciite.

ultimately,
Q.

*,.4en yon say

16

somebody

1

1 : 1i a t ?

specifically

Been-.. r_

from Bechtel. tell

18

A.

We 1 ] , R :i ck Dearholdt

19 I

Q.

W , ''

20 I

already describeu

21

2 001 ?

2 ..

A

Right .

23 .

Q

Is that

uirr.ately. did

tiidt occuir. ea

you

and

uur.e ..

t; h e o n 1 v •- o n v e r s a t i on you
., b o ii t: a d d i t i o n a 1

25

work?
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A.
Okay.

Q

Did Herb exp1ain to you the

No*

-.;*s riev.

ertair. .7
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]~)i ng to -- maybe

win 1 I
best way
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t" : : "ick to make good on his
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uiu ne .'
n •_ ^ CL J. specific

A.

13
14

Herb never told you that DM? was

t h a t 2 7 t h meet ing.

15

.1-.

16

Ae

-

-
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discussions

I think D a r i n
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after

-- Darin was
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-mi
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goa-..
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assured
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1
2

to -- we'd be compensated
Q.

Okay.

for our work.

In the June 27th meeting

did

3

Darin discuss with you the p o s s i b i l i t y of DCS

4

back charging you --

5

A.

Not --

6

Q.

for work that

7

A.

The first I believe

they had

done?

I heard of back

8

charging was upon the -- in a response to a

9

request

for payment by D C S .

We had been -- we

10

had been specifically asked by DCS in a document

11

not to pursue any means of c o l l e c t i o n or

12

basically processing on these costs until, you

13

know, Bechtel had finished w i t h

-- with their,

14

you know, procedures, w h a t e v e r .

And we fully

15

expected to -- our impression

16

going to get paid within 30 to 60 days of

17

completion of the unit.

18

were absolutely told by Dearholdt

that

they

19

could turn this around p r e t t y quickly.

And

20

if we kept

21

that that would happen.

22

administrated

23

have specific dealings with DCS on this

24

particular

25

some work that was done 120 days back or so.

is that we were

I m e a n we were -- we

that

these numbers at a reasonable level,
And that

through DMP.

invoice.

was

We really

They had

didn't

some invoices

for
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Q.

Those were all paid by DCS, weren't

A.

Yeah.

they?
But the -- you know, DMP was

basically compiling an amount at the request of
Bechtel, the charges and submittal.

So in

answer to your question for the equitable
adjustment, it was -- I was never under the
impression from either DMP or Bechtel that it
was -- that we might not get paid.

DMP and

Bechtel both assured us that if we did a good
job, that we would be taken care of.

And by all

indications, that was going to be true, you
know, Bechtel was cutting a check.
Q.

You're aware that in the requests for

equitable adjustment, both Diversified Metal
Products and DCS also requested additional
monies which they did not receive.

Is that

true?
A.

I've seen the document.

Q.

At any time after you had your

initial conversation with Mr. Dearholdt about
keeping track of your time, did you prepare a
change order, send any type of letter to Mr.
Dearholdt confirming that, ask for a contract
directly with Bechtel?
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A.

We had

-- we had very

specific

instructions to do whatever it took to make
happen.

This was

point.

-- this was pure R&D at

We were -- we were testing

at

this

this

the

fastest possible rate that we could.

We had no

way of speculating what it would take to -- in
other words, if -- there was no way
speculate on what

for us to

it was going to take

provide the ultimate solution.

to

I mean this was

a
Q.

I appreciate that, but

it answers my question.

I don't

I'm not saying

think

that you

have to give him a specific amount, but

I'm

asking did you memorialize that w i t h him in any
fashion?
MR. GARRETT:

Do you m e a n

memorialize

his promise to pay?
MR. SWENSON:

Yes.

THE WITNESS:

The -- only

--

only

upon supplying them a unit that we were

then

instructed
those

-- we were then instructed

to

submit

-- those costs.
Q.

(By Mr. Swenson)'

Okay.

I am

not sure if you're answering my q u e s t i o n .
Mr. Dearholdt told you, as you have

still
After

represented
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to u s , on June 27th, 2001 that

if you did the

work, he would pay -A.

Uh-huh

(affirmative) .

Q.

-- did you request a w r i t t e n

confirmation of that from him?
A.

No .

Q.

Did you request a --

A.

No .

Q.

-- request a contract b e t w e e n you and

Bechtel

Jacobs?

A.

No .

Q.

Did you request a change order to

your existing

contract?

A.

No .

Q.

Did you send him a letter saying

is to confirm our conversation,

this

these are the

terms?
A.

No.

Q.

This is what we will

A.

No .

Q.

Okay.

do?

So you said you were

very specific

directions as to what

your specific

directions were get

works and get

it done

A.

given

to do and

something

that

quickly?

Correct.
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EXHIBIT "D"

<^\)tf ^>
QTY
5
6
5
4

i^A^

FN^-S

MANUFACTURER; PRICE PER UNIT PRICE TOTAL: j
DESCRIPTION
PART NUMBER;
2208E-CC-VH-D3-XX*XX-XX^YM-ENG-AO-AX143 Barber-Coleman
$491 QO
$2,455 00
Heater Controller
Barber-Coleman
$218,00
$1,090 00i
SCR for Heaters w/ Heat Sink 07PMO-25400-100-00
3283-21000
Over-Temp. Limit Controller
Chromalox
$189.00
$945 00
Probe Heater Assy w/TC's
Special build by HealSource
Special
$25,160 00
S8.290.00
$29,650.00

0
f0L

tf

00 Q

^

-fUAAJt 9
/

<a./rv
o

i—i

00

EXHIBIT "E"

HEATSOURCE
47 South Orange Street - PHONE (801) 236-2900
Suite D-3
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116 FAX (801) 236- 2917

Friday September 8, 2000
John Weeks
DCS
1618 South Columbus St
Boise, UT 83705
Dear John:
The following is data and findings from the heater test. Also see the attached
sheet for specific time data.
The purpose of the test was threefold.
1. Longevity of Heaters at temperature.
2. Inner core temperature.
3. Material Suitability both expansion and thermal resistance of insulators and power cables.
Category 1.
Time at Temperature
The heaters performed very well in this area. We saw no abnormal breakdown in heater
resistance or function. Current draw went from 6.3 amps to 5.66 amps during the ramp up period
and remained very constant after this initial drop. This level of drop is normal and represents a
decrease in conductivity or increase in impedance with a rise in temperature. The important
factors are that first the change does not represent a significant power change and secondly that
the effect is stable at a given temperature. Current draw stayed extremely uniform over the
duration of the test.
Category 2.
Inner core temperature
This was a dominant design factor in the heater core. The approach taken maximizes the
expansion characteristics of each component to ensure maximum thermal conduction and
minimal part temperature differential. The results where better than expected. Maximum
differential seen during any portion of the test was less than 15 degrees f. Disassembly of the
unit shows physical indications of expansion causing an interference fit with the tube wall. This
condition is optimal for achieving even temperatures throughout the heater core and probe.
Visual inspection of the unit from inside and outside of the tube while at temperature appeared
as a homogeneous thermal mass.

immersion Heater Test
Test Conditions:
Heater run in open air condition,
Ambient air temp 70 deg f
Nitrogen Purge through center tubeapprox 45 cu ft / hr flow

Outer
Amperage Power Setti Elapsed
Data
Time
Set Point iCenter
103
101
6,3 50%rrttK
15:30
100
8-30
200
6.2 50%max
200
205
15:35
B-30
6,2 60%mex
300
15;40
300
302
8-30
8.1 50%max
500
500
16:00
500
8-30
800
8.1 50%max
800
805
8-30
16:30
5,66 50%max
1088
1088
16:60
1200
8-30
5.66 60%max Start
1157
1200
1157
1700
8-30
5.66 60%max
1184
1184
8-30
17:15
1200
5,66 60%max
1200
1200
8-30
17:30
1200
1205
5.66 60%max
1200
17;35
1200
8-30
5.66 60%m*x
1200
22:10
1200
1206
8-30
1200
5.66 60%m«x
23:00
1200
1200
8-30
5.66 60%max
7:20
1200
1206
1200
8-31
5.66 60%max
1200
1200
8-31
10:31
1200
1200
1189
5.66 60%max
18:02
1200
8-31
5.66 60%max
1202
1198
8-31
22:00
1200
1200
5.66 60%rnax
7:30
1200
1202
9-1
5,66 60%max
1198
1200
9-2
10:00
1200
5.66 60%mex
1200
1202
1200
9-3
21:00
1202
5.66 60%max
9-4
7:00
1200
1200
5.66 60%max 145 hr$
1200
18:00
1200
1198
9-5
End of Duration Test Unit Left Running
13:00
1400
1406
1400
5.66 100%max
9-6
15:00 Full On
5,66 10D%max
1440
1430
S-6
1443
1431
5.66 100%max 167 hrs
16:00 Fult On
9-6
9-6
16:05 Power Off 50 LB Pull Test on Cable* with no yield
Nitrogen Off

EXHIBIT "F"

A.

We were expecting

to be paid to do

the t e s t .
Q.

At that time you hadn't even

the p u r c h a s e
A.

order,

finished

correct?

That's correct.

we were working on the

That's correct.

-- you know, basically

was a business development

at that point.

it

We

had a lot of time into the -- and resources
the p r o j e c t .

So

into

We'd been --

Q.

Did you ever --

A.

-- to Idaho a couple of times.

Q.

Did you ever tell anyone at DCS prior

to the August testing that you had changed
from a multi

that

zone test to a single zone test?

A.

Sure, absolutely.

Q.

Who did you

A.

We told

tell?

-- I believe that Dan

Schwender was talking to John Weeks at that
point.
Q.

So you believe it was Dan that

told

him and not you?
A,

Yeah, that actually

absolutely.

-- right,

The sequence of events was the --

Dan had received a call from DCS in Boise
us to run a test

asking

-- and a test that we had
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discussed prior.

And that we had referenced to

the maximum operating

temperature

of 650 degrees

Centigrade and hold that for 100 h o u r s .

And I

had asked Dan to call up and get a purchase
order for the test work.
to me that
test.

And he reported

back

-- that DCS didn't want to pay for a

And at that point we said, well, we'll

run a single

zone test and not charge you, but

we're not going to -- it's very expensive to get
everything machined up and it's a pretty
specific unit.

And then DCS was to supply us

with what we'll

call the probe housing, the

Hastelloy tube of the units inserted
they provided us with that unit and
approved the single
Q.

in.

So

they

zone test at our expense.

Who approved the single

zone test or

was that again done through Dan?
A.

I would

speculation, but
Darin was calling

-- I would -- I guess this is

I would have to say it was
the shots on the

-- John was

answering to Darin and I think Darin was making
the financial

decisions.

Q.

Do you know where Dan is now?

A.

Dan is in law school in I believe

southern

California.
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EXHIBIT "G"

Q.

How long has been that a Utah

corporat ion?
A.

Five y e a r s , four y e a r s .

Q.

Who are the shareholders

in that

corporat ion?
A.

Myself

and my wife.

Q.

What's your wife's

A.

Elizabeth Push Nelson.

Q.

How much of the business do you own

name?

and how m u c h does she own?
A.

I own 49 percent, she owns 51

percent -ish.
Q.

That has nothing to do with

government

contracts

A.

No .

Q.

All right.

probably?

Is Heatsource

still an

existing bus iness?
A.

Gosh, I would have to ask someone,

b u t , y e s , Heatsource has -- yeah, I don't
believe

it's been

Q.
Sales

Okay.

dissolved.
Is Heatsource a dba of E&M

West?
A.

It was at one time.

Q.

Okay.

Incorporated.

Tell me first about E&M West,

When was that first

incorporated?

S u s a n Hasna Pearce -- CSR, RPR, CP

A.
started

E&M Sales W e s t , Incorporated
in approximately

was

'95.

Q.

That was started by whom?

A.

Myself, and that was a Utah

corporation.
Q.

Were you the sole

A.

I was.

Q.

All right.

first

come into
A.

And when did

Heatsource

existence?

Heatsource was a -- do you have --

y o u ' l l have to pardon m e .
the administrative
structuring

dba

shareholder?

I'm not heavy

management

into

and the

of the thing.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I believe that came into play as a

in approximately
Q.

of E&M

!

97.

When you say as a dba, it was a dba
Sales?

A.

Correct.

Q.

Okay.

different

And did it later take

some

form or was it always a dba of E&M

Sales?
A.

To my knowledge, it -- it remained a

dba of E&M Sales W e s t , Inc. -Q.

Okay.

cincsan

TT^qna

Pparce

—

CSR .

RPR.

CP

A.

-- until

I believe that was -- I

believe E&M Sales W e s t , Inc. was then changed to
Process D e v e l o p m e n t
Q.

So you believe that

Development
for E&M

Corporation.
Process

C o r p o r a t i o n was just a name

change

Sales?

A.

Yeah,

Q.

And that was approximately

ago or a little
A.

effectively.

less?

R i g h t , yeah.

the corporations
Q.

All

four years

I don't believe any of

were dissolved

right.

in any

Was the name

form.

changed

prior to the time you started doing work on the
Bechtel Jacobs ' heat
A.

No, no.

Development

probe?
You mean to

Process

Corporation?

Q.

Correct .

A.

No.

In fact, I think I -- I think I

misspoke on the Process Development.
that would have b e e n probably
was officially

I believe

-- I think that

changed probably a year ago.

Q.

Oh,

A.

And that was a result of a consulting

effort by some
Q.

okay.

folks.

Is Heatsource a dba of

Process
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EXHIBIT "H"

BECHTEL •

JACOBS

BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC

CALCULATION SHEET
Originator
Project
Subject

Bill Huxtable
MSRE Salt Disposition
Sparger Tip Design

Date 1/5/2001
Job No.
23900

Calc No.
Checked

Improved Sparger Tip D sign for MSRE Fuel Salt Hydrofluorination
Prepared by Bill HuxtabK PE, Lead MSRE Process Engineer
January 5, 2001

CAJ-02MSRE-A008
ARW

Rev. No. _0
Date 1/11/2001
Sheet No. _J. [
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1.0 Purpose of Calculations
After the final operations of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) in 1968, fuel and flush salts
from this unique nuciear reactor were gravity-drained and stored in three tanks in the drain tank cell of
the basement of Building 7503 at Oak Ridge National Laboratories. Prior to fluorination, these salts
must be restored to their original chemistry by hydrofluorination. Hydrofluorination will eliminate a
fluorine deficit in the salts that developed from radiolytic-driven volatilization of fluorine (F2) and
uranium hexafluoride (UF6) during 30 years of storage. Following hydrofluorination, the uranium fuel
in these stored salts will be volatilized by fluorination as UF6. The UF6 will be recovered in large cold
traps for rapid short term storage, and then will be slowly transferred to small NaF traps in the
Reactive Gas Removal System (RGRS) for removal from the MSRE. Separate campaigns shall be
done to volatilize the uranium from the stored salts in each of the three tanks in Bldg. 7503 at the
MSRE. Following fuel volatilization, the residual salts will be transferred to salt storage cans by
pressurizing the salt tank headspace.
Hydrofluorination for the stored fluorine-deficient salts in drain tanks at the MSRE is a complex
process to model involving mass transfer, a chemical reaction, and a moving solid-liquid interface.
The chemical reaction in the liquid phase is very rapid and the reaction known to be limited by mass
transfer in the gas phase which is unusually for bubble reactors. Bench scale experiments are the
norm for designing bubble reactors and computer simulations alone are rarely trusted. The
hydrofluorination of the stored MSRE salts is no exception and there will be a heavy reliance on past
experience and little toleration for experimentation, especially for processing a molten nuclear fuel.
Up until present, little consideration has been made with respect to the design of the gas sparger tip
for hydrofluorination, but the original single orifice design departs from past MSRE and standard
industrial practice, it is the purpose of this report to develop an improved sparger tip design that more
closely reflects standard industrial practice and past operational and bench scale testing. Where
appropriate for molten salts, existing state-of-the-art correlations from the literature will be used to
support the new sparger tip design.

2.0 Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Thorat et. al. (1998) and other authors have shown that sparger design significantly affects bubble
reactor performance if the low submergence depth (H) over tank diameter (D) ratio is about 1 or less.
During MSRE fuel salt hydrofluorinations, the H/D ratio will vary from 0.25 to 0.60 so the single orifice
sparger tip design must be reexamined. Instead of discharging downward into the molten salt through
a single orifice, a new sparge tip is designed that distributes gas flow laterally out six 3/16" orifices.
This new design is similar to the MSRE fuel processing tank sparger which had a 1" pipe and four %"
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holes equally spaced on the tube periphery. The cross sectional area of the holes is about 90% of the
pipe feeding the sparger tip in both designs. A 75% HF conversion during hydrofluorination testing by
Williams (1999) was based on using a 1/8" OD tube submerged about 4", so the new tip should give
similar excellent performance given the greater submergence of a foot or more. If HF conversion is
maximized, hydrofluorination run times, HF gas consumption, and adsorber requirements will all be
reduced. Although \i is difficult to predict the degree of performance enhancement provided by the
new sparger tip, the improvement is predicted to be substantial, and the improved design is more in
step with standard industrial practice for bubble reactor design. In general, Kumar et. al. (1976)
observed that as long as the type of gas distribution used was the same in larger and smaller columns,
the diameter of the column had little effect on holdup and, therefore, on mass transfer which is related
to holdup.
Gas flow inside the probe is laminar, and gas pressure drop through the probe is a negligible 0.1 torr.
At most, the tip of the sparger tip will be cooler than the original probe due to the insulating effect of
added metal but only by about 56°C and less during nominal operations. If desired, increasing the
recommended probe temperature during initial penetration from 650°C to 700°C can easily
compensate for insulating effect but this is not necessary. Feed gas entering the sparger tip is
estimated to be close to the measured probe temperature at the tube/heating element interface. In
fact, the inner tube in the probe will be hotter than probe surface temperature of the probe, because it
is better insulated. Therefore, the gas temperature entering the sparger tip and salt will be very close
to the measured probe tip temperature. The amount of heat consumed by heating the feed gases at a
full 30 slpm feed rats is fairly minor, only about 400 watts. However it is recommended to keeping
unwetted probe heaiing elements during hydrofluorination at the same temperature as the tank head,
or 400°C, as this will preheat the feed gas and minimize cooling of the lower portion of the probe.

3.0 Planned Sequence of Hydrofluorination Operations
Past bench-scale experiments by Williams (1999a, 1999b) have studied hydrofluorination of
reduced molten salts and poo! melting of molten salts but not both simultaneous. Before
attempting to hydrofluorinate the fluorine deficient fuel salts stored in the fuel drain tanks (FD-1
and FD-2), it is planned to hydrofluorinate the flush salts in the fuel flush salt tank (FFT) at the
MSRE. This operation will give the MSRE operators valuable experience in processing these salts
and allow the operators to hone their procedures prior to the more crucial fuel salt processing.
The goals of hydrofluorination are to:
* Restore the original sait chemistry by eliminating the fluorine deficiency in the salt that is due
to years of radiolyt: ally driven decomposition of the fuel salts,
* Operate safely wi h respect to ALARA, criticality safety, and industrial hygiene,
* Not to corrode the vessel surfaces by more than 1 mil during hydrofluorination,
* Minimize total processing time, and
* Engineer operations to be as simple and as inherent safe as feasible.
The scope of this c Trent discussion will be limited to hydrofluorination operating factors
impacting sparge tin design. With this in mind, the preliminary hydrofluorination of the MSRE
salts will be performed as follows:

|
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Preheat entire tank to 400°C with the external tank heaters and hold this temperature several
days.

2. Turn the bottom tank heaters to manual to maintain heat input but keep the upper tank
heaters on automatic set at 400°C.
3. Heat the first (bottom) element of the probe to 650°C and allow it to penetrate the salt.
4. When the first
1800 watts.

lement is full immersed, the power to the first element will be increased to

5. The second eie lent will be heated to 650°C and penetration will continue until both
elements are fully immersed at which time the power to the second element will also be
increased to its maximum of 1500 watts.
6. Gas flow will commence once both elements are submersed using a zero corrosion gas feed
developed in the baseline study of hydrofluorination. The gas feed will be proportional to the
estimated amount of liquid created based on the sensible heat capacity and heat of fusion of
the salt. This as feed rate will be set so the gas flux is identical to that when the salt is
fully molten (i.e. Q/A is constant 2.3 slpm/ft2). The Cratio of the feed gas (PHF2/PH2) will be set
at or below 0.0^-.
7. When the wall lermocouples indicated the salt has melted at the wall, the gas flow will be
gradually incre;;. ed to the full delivery rate.
8. For the fuel salts only: When the salt is melted at the vessel wall at the level of the probe tip,
the HF concentration may be gradually increased to up to 12% while keeping the Crati0 of the
feed gas at or below 0.6.
9. The operation will be held at this point until at least 50% of the fluorine deficit of the melted
salt is estimated gone or until the HF conversion drops. If the HF conversion drops off
substantially, h Indicates that the deficit in the pool was overestimated and appropriate
adjustments should be made.
10. The third element will then be heated to 650°C and the probe will be inserted another 6".
The insertion rate will be as slow as the initial rate and if the temperature of the tip starts
increasing, the insertion will be put on hold until the temperature drops back to the full
immersion temperature prior to insertion. This prevents the probe tip from becoming blocked
by solid salt. Once fully inserted the power on the third element will be increased to a full
1500 watts.
11. The operation v ill be held until the salt is melted below the probe tip again. Then the fourth
heater will be set at 650°C and then the probe inserted another 6M. Once fully inserted, the
power to the fourth element will be increased to 1500 watts. (Probe temperature will always
be limited to b- ow 650°C. to prevent heater failure.)
12. Probe depth w

continue to follow the wall temperature and/or thimble temperatures until
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fully inserted as planned with the provision that it not proceed until about 50% of the fluorine
deficit (best estimate) is eliminated.
13. When the thermocouple on the tank bottom indicates the salt has melted to the bottom, the
entire tank will he heated to about 650°C and hydrofluorination continued until the HF
conversion begins to drop.

14. The feed of fresh gas will be stopped and the gas in the drain tanks will be recirculated until
the HF convenPon drops to zero for a few hours.
15. Helium/hydrog i gas flow will be restored and HF will be purged from the system in
preparation for luorination.
There are obviously additional details about this process but this detail is more than sufficient to
understand the impact on sparger operations. The initial insertion strategy used is that
recommended by Williams (1 999a). The goal was to try to minimize the fluorine deficit at each
stage of hydrofluorination so as to minimize the amount of solids in the melt. However, it has
been concluded in the baseline study that the molten salt is best kept in fluorine deficit for good
HF conversion and minimum operating times. The solids in the salt should not create any
Qperating problems based on past observations by Williams and Toth as discussed in the baseline
hydrofluorination s udy. With this operating scenario in mind, the design of the sparger tip can
now be discussed.

4.0 Modeling Approach and General Assumptions
These calculations originated from a thorough review of the literature on bubble columns. All
calculations were performed using MathCad 2000 run on a Micron 200MHz PC running Windows NT
4.0. Given that mo^ calculations were developed for aqueous bubble column reactors, an effort was
made to find correlations that are applicable to molten salts. To assure success, based on past MSRE
operations and tests it was concluded that the sparger tip should be similar to earlier sparger tip
designs. Therefore he resulting design is very close to prior designs and is sound on that basis.
The gathered correlations support the design but are not crucial to its successful operation given the
successes of past operations. The design approach taken was as follows:
1.

Design a sparge tip that distributes gas through radial holes that have a cross sectional area
similar to the original design.

2.

Calculate mole overage mixture gas properties.

3.

Estimate the process feed gas pressure drop and temperature entering the tip of the gas sparger.

4.

Estimate the gas hold up in the molten salt at a 30-slpm maximum gas feed rate.

5.
6.

Estimate bubble size as a function of gas flow in the original and the new gas sparger tip.
Predict the bubl e column flow regime for the new probe based on an estimate of the transition
void fraction.

|
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Estimate the tip temperature based on conduction heat transfer in comparison to the original
design.

The following fundamental assumptions are fairly simple and are conservative.
1. Molten salt temperature during hydrofluorination is 500°C.
Explanation: During hydrofluorination the actual melt temperature will stay close to the melting point
until essentially a!! the salt has melted. The melting point of the reduced salts has a fairly wide range
but because the chemistry of the melt is being corrected by fluorination as the melt progresses, the
temperature of the melt should be close to the original melting temperature. This melt temperature
during melting should stay below 500°C. At the end of hydrofluorination, the entire vessel temperature
will be increased and any residual deposits will be dissolved and hydrofluorinated. By the time the
temperature has reaches 600 to 700°C in each storage tank, all the salts will have been restored to
their original chemisiry.
2.

Molten salt properties are close to those reported by Thoma (1971) for fuel salt.

Explanation: The cl isity and surface tension of molten fuel salts are calculated based on a summary
by Thoma (1Q7i). r j$ assumed that these properties are essentially identical to the melt properties
for the current store i salts. The accuracy of the property correlations was reported to be 1% for liquid
density, and +30%/-'! 0% for surface tension.
3.

Gas properties are a function only of temperature and pressure and are ideal.

Explanation: in the bubble reactor, up to about 12% of the gas is HF, which can react and form
hydrogen. Tl.s change in composition will reduce gas volume as the gases rise and react in the
molten liquid. The c nange in composition will result in smaller bubbles, but only slight smaller, than
predicted f j ; : ;i *jni active gas. Therefore, the property change is judged negligible compared to
other un: e..;: ;ties herent in these calculations. Given the high temperature and low pressure, ideal
gas propuri.es are -y reasonable to assume.
4.

The dissolved Q s is distributed evenly through the salt.

Explanation: The solubility of hydrogen or HF in the salt could be slightly higher in the bottom of the
tank where the total pressure is higher than the surface of the tank. However, the sparging
establishes a circulation loop with gases and the liquids on the surface will move outward and down to
the wall of the tanks Jo the bottom. Therefore, given this liquid circulation there will not be a significant
HF or hydrogen concentration gradient in the molten salts.
The ranges of equation applicability and other assumptions are discussed within the calculations
below.

5.0 Improved Sparger no Design Calculations
To date, the sparge tip design had not been analyzed according to Spencer (2000) and Williams
(2000). The basic opinion is that the original design will work and is the simplest possible. The
original design of the sparge tip was to have a single 0.493" orifice that delivers gas straight down the
center of the probe and into the liquid. This design is shown on Diversified Metal Products Drawing
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MA-5 rev. 0. This design may work but there are no data to predict or support its performance.
Although we do not want to over engineer the sparger tip, there are rules of thumb and data that
suggest the design can be improved with respect to mass transfer and improved liquid mixing.
Improved mass transfer translates into shorter run times and less HF waste. Improved mixing reduces
sedimentation and is directly related to gas hold up. For a mass transfer limited chemical reactor,
maximum hold-up corresponds to maximum mass transfer.
The theoretical concerns about the original design include
1. Bubbles will be large because the gas will tend to pool at the sparger bottom and break off
chaotically.
2. Large bubbles win mean reduced mass transfer and, therefore, lower HF conversion especially
when the pool is shnllow (H/Q)<1) for this mass transfer limited process.
3. Liquid and gas flow will be violent near the probe with a narrower bubble plume, maximizing probe
corrosion.
Past practice nd poetical considerations suggest several additional problems with the original design
that include:
4. Operating -the probe near the tank bottom is not possible because it may corrode the tank and dip
tube.
5. The hyd of uorination study by Williams (1999b) used only a 1/8" tube for sparging which would
produce smaller bubnles.
6. The original design is different from the prior MSRE fuel salt sparger that distributed the gas radially
through 4 %" diameter holes in the side of the probe (see Drawing M20794RF001D5)
7. Traditional bubbi reacior design directs the gas flow upward, which results in smaller bubbles.
8. Gas flow could b blocked whenever the probe hits the solid-liquid interface creating an
undesirable gr,s back pressure.
According to Spenn r (2000), Hermes (2001), and Williams (2000), sparger tip design had not been
considered at the time they left the project. It is not clear the original design will not work adequately.
Some design advantages are listed below, but it will be shown that none of these are of great import.
1. A short heating path to the bottom of the sparger maximizes the tip temperature and, possibly
improves the rate of penetration.
2. The process gas vill not cool the tip as much as the revised design.
3. The larger p a r g r tip hole may, in some respects, be less likely to plug than smaller holes.
Camarasa et. al. (1999) provides a good discussion of bubble reactor flow regimes and bubble
formation. Figure 1 rom Camarasa et. al. (1999) shows the two flow regimes can exist in a bubble
reactor: homogeneous and heterogeneous. Bubbles are smaller and more uniform in homogeneous
than heterogeneous flow resulting in better mass transfer. By discharging downward, large bubbles
may form imcles the probe tip resulting in heterogeneous-like flow in the melt near the tip. The
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modified sparger tip will be shown to produce a more homogenous bubble regime. Figure 2 from
Camarasa et. a!. (1999), shows there are three types of bubble formation: separated bubbles, chain
bubbling and jet regime. Transition Reynolds numbers in the molten MSRE salts will be different than
for water-air shown h Figure 2. As gas flow increases bubbles become larger and eventually gas jets
form. To obt?.:n the best performance of a bubble column, Heijnen, J. J. and Van't Riet, K. (1984)
have found it !* des able to operate in the chain bubbling regime. The kinetic energy of the gas
entering the tip has larger role In bubble formation in the chain bubbling regime, which means that
lateral gas cti? harg will bo more like the classical vertical upward discharge most studied in the
literature.

Gaddis and Vogelp o( (1985) produced an excellent theoretical model of bubble formation from a
single orifico \ :a\ fitc the data well. The bubble diameter is function of gas buoyancy, momentum and
pressure. Ail iree »f these factors must be maximized to create smaller bubbles. With the original
sparger tip ~o gn, is buoyancy is the same but it will not contribute to bubble formation at the orifice
because it v r work , keep the gas at the sparger tip and flow up the side to the probe. Gas
momentum . : c d by the buoyancy force and again will encourage the formation of larger
bubbles, i ~ ; • ^ ire will not be high in this operation but sufficient to force the gas into the pool.
The larger. n \JW$ at form will chaotically form and will break up as they rise. Without any
momentum to oo, rv .e gas from the sparger tip, the sparge gas will tend to stay close to the probe.
The improved sparer tip design is shown in Figure 3, which addresses the shortcomings to the
original spax,r-r tip oesign. The subject of the remainder of the write up is to compare the original and
improved sps;ger ti design and determine the functional differences.
Based on t ' s oxper ^ents by Williams (1999b), the temperature of the melt will be within about 10 to
20°C of the re iiing oint but the melting point will be higher for the reduced salts than the original
salts. For c o: gn pi poses, a meit temperature of 500°C will be assumed. The probe temperature will
initially be I el veen 50°C and 750°C based on the pool melting experiments by Williams (1999a).
The sparge g; s (,->c Jpm) will enter the sparger top at about 25°C and will warm as it passes through
the heating e'e-'mer, ;n the end of the sparger.
To establish bubble ^ ize as a function of gas flow in the sparger time, the pressure and temperature of
the sparge gas ente^ng the tip needs to be established. This will also tell us how much the process
gas will cor i c^ hea1 he tip during operations. This would also help us to know the initial temperature
of each of the "our elements should be to not cool the sparge tip if this cooling might prove significant.
The initial p ensure r f the gas at the sparge tip was estimated earlier based on the static head of the
liquid and s.icild nr exceed 1200 torr as taken from the MSRE Fuel Salt Disposition Project process
flowdiagran rawit J3E020794A051.
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Figure 3. Improved sparger design sketch.
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sparger tube
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The heating of the process gas as it passes through the sparger tube will first be considered. The
temperature of the tip of the sparger will be no less than 650°C and may be a high a 750°C.
Higher gas flow rates will require more heating to increase gas temperature. Ideally, the gas
temperature entering the sparger tip should be close to the temperature of the bottom heated
element. To determine how much the process gas heats as it passed through the inner pipe of
the sparger the properties of the gas must be established.

liter
Qstd := 3 0 • : ^
min

Standard temperature, pressure and flow

Actual gas feed rate as a function of
pressure and temperature
Velocity of gas in a pipe as a function to
temperature, pressure, and pipe diameter.

Ideal gas density of feed gas entering the
sparger tube
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Pure gas and mixture properties must be correlated for He, r^ and HF, respectively:
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The heat capacity and therma! conductivity of the pure gas that will be used during
hydrofluorination are plotted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, along with a cubic spline
interpolating fit. The cubic spline fit does a good job of extrapolating these properties
outside the temperature range of the data.
Calculate the mole averaged properties of the gas mixture at the mean film temperature:

Mm(t) :=5HF-W1F(0 + Wl'VmO)

+ >He^He(0

x- 5 „ T s
Hm(tg_in) = 1.85510 - N m

Cpm(t) := >5ff*CpRF(t) + WTcy>m(0

+ m?cp'He(0

^m(t) : = 3 « F ^ H F ( 0 + m i ^ m l O + XHe-^He(t)

p(i?p>v(hp,d)-d

Pg-= p(tg_in,Pg_m)

kg-K

M t g-in)= 0 - 4 3 6 ^

Reynolds number of gas in a tube

Pg = 0.375

kg
m

v

kJ

ID of 3/8" sch. 40 inner sparger tube from
Diversified Metal Products Drawing MA-5
rev. 0.

d t u b e i d - 0 . 4 9 3 in

Re(t,p,d):=

Cp m (t g _i^ = 4.677-

g : = v^iibPgJi^dtubeid)

v

g = 2-805'

Regain •= R e ( t g_iib Pg_in> ^tubeidj

3

Density of gas in entering heated section of
sparger tube

m
s

Reynolds number entering heated section.

Reg__in =709.795

Gas entering the hsated section of the sparger tube is clearly laminar (Re<2100). Is it still
laminar assuming It heats to 650°C?
R e g_hot •*= Re(t g _ o l l t , Pgj.n> dtubeid)

Re g _hot = 322.053

The sparge gas flow regime is even more laminar after heating.
Next, calculate the heat transfer coefficient for the gas inside the center probe gas feed tube.
To calculate the heat transfer coefficient the Peclet number, Pe, and Nusselt, Nu, numbers will
be stated as functions of the property data above.

Pe(t,p,d):=

Cpm(t>p(t,p)-v(t;P?d)-d
^m(t)

Defined on p. 1.2.3-3 of Hewitt (1990)

0
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L := 6-in

Heating element length at probe bottom

A-TC-dtute^.L

Area of heating element

A = 9.293in 2

" e i n : — "V'-mean? Pg _in> ^tubeidj
P e i n = 117.223

3.6(5 if I P e ( t , p , d ) —

Nu(t,p,d):=

> 100

V
1.61- Pe(t,p,d)-

h(t,p,d):=Nu(t,p,d)-

Mean Nusselt number correlation for
forced laminar convection inside tubes
with an isothermal surface temperature
from p. 2.5.1-2 of Hewitt (1990)

dV

>^(t)

Mean heat transfer coefficient

A preliminary calculation of the heat gain by the gas may now be calculated in thefirst6"
section of heater pipe can be performed assuming mean film temperature.
q :— il(t m e a n ? Pg_ jj-p c tubeid)'™'\ g_out

'•meanJ

Total heat transferred by forced
convection (preliminary)

q = 269.995W
Qstd-MW
^as:="

22.4-

liter

n\y .= l.296x 10

4 kg

Gas mass flow rate

mole

Ata = 444.423C
IIJ

gas" ^pm vnicaaj

1/11/2001

Sheet No.

Preliminary evaluation of the gas
temperature increase assuming a 25°C
feed gas entering the bottom heating
element.

The preliminary estimale indicates that the feed gas temperature will significantly rise. Now a
more formal approach with be done following the method given by Ginielinski beginning on
page 2.5.1.1 of Hewitt (1990). Several new variable names are used for simplicity of
expression. One more adjustment will be made to the calculation. The elements above the
bottom element will be preheated at 500°C as was done by Williams (1999a). This helps
prevent probe corrosion at and above the liquid level was observed in earlier studies. Also, it
keeps the feed gas from cooling the end of the probe where the heat is most needed for
melting salt.
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Kv : _ lg_out

d : = d tubeid

tin:=773.15K

p is pressure; t w is wall temperature; d is the
center tube ID, tin is the inlet temperature to the
6" heating element

Guess values for the unknowns are set:
tout:=600K

Atlm:=tmean

*-g * = TTiean

Cpmean •=v-pmV mean/

Given
tout

+

4n

tout ' s the temperature of the gas leaving the 6W
heating element (guess); At|m is the log mean
temperature difference between the tube wall and
the gas in the 6" section of pipe (guess); t g is the
mean gas temperature in the 6" section (guess);
and Cpmean is the mean heat capacity of the feed
gas when heated from the inlet to outlet gas
temperature (guess).
Heat gain by forced convection

q = h(t g ,p ? d)-AAt Im
v w ~ tin) ~ (t\v ~ l outj

AA

( ltw - lt-m ^
t - t

In

Heat gain of feed gas

Q = ^as'^pmeaii \ W t ~ tj n j
/•tout

SmW^
J

n
Cpmean ~~

tin
1^

4 - - t*
L

"out

in

tout
cpmean

:= !' md(i g , t o u t , C p m e a n , q, At inl )

q
V

At

lm J

Results:
t o u t = 891.034C

At

lm = 76.484K

q = 71.764W

t a = 832.092C

-'pmean

1/11/2001

Sheet No.

P : ~Pg_in

kJ
4.699kg.K

Solve the above equations numerically

0
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The gas temperature rises very quickly, so that in only a six inch heated section the j
temperature will rise from 5Q0°C to 618°C when the probe tip temperature is set at 650°C.
Because the inner pipe is more thermally insulated, the wall temperature of the feed gas pipe
will actually be higher than the temperature measured by the thermocouples which are at the
inside of the outer pipe. Also, conduction of heat up the probe will aide in preheating the
entering gas as well. It is interesting to note that the feed gas will remove about 20% of the
probe output at full flow (30 slpm) if the upper elements are not preheated and only about 4%
when they are preheated. Now that it is established that the gas temperature entering the
sparger tip will be hot, there is no concern of any substantial cooling of the tip. To the contrary,
it will be shown that the gas should actually heat the improved sparger tip although this effect
will be minor.
The outlet temperature now climbs to about 620°C which is only 30°C below the element set
temperature of 650°C. The subscript "o" below signifies a single orifice in the sparger tip.
Feed gas pressure in orifice of the
sparger tip is essentially equal to the
inlet pressure based on the pressure
drop calculation given in Appendix A.

Po : =P

Gas temperature in orifice of sparger
tip is assumed to be at the
temperature of lower heating element
temperature which based on the study
of Williams (1999a) was about 600°C.

t 0 :=923.1K

R

hoies :~ ^

d.Q.—-^--m
n:=—in
16
%

A

A

Assumed diameter and number of
holes in the sparger tip
Cross-sectional area of a single orifice
in the sparger tip

^

4

U 0 :=

QaciVo'Po;
A

U 0 = 10.013m

o'nhoIes

Actual flow rate leaving all sparger tip
orifices

Qo-Qact^Po)

Q 0 = 64.21:

Velocity of gas leaving the orifice

liter
mm

The molten salt will be much cooler than the probe. The exact temperature of the pool is a bit
uncertain because the salt, is reduced, but it can be assumed to be no more than 500°C.

CT

salt

:=

260-.27K

Molten salt temperature and pressure
at sparger tip

Psait : =Pgjn

tsalt:=773.15K

]

(tsalt-273.15K)

dyne

Salt surface tension from Thoma
(1971), p. 114.
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dyne
cm

p(to>Po)'d0-Uo

NWe:=

1/5/2001

Weber number must be below 1-3 for
the sparger to be ejecting the gas a
individual bubbles instead of a gas jet
per Perry's (1998)

N W e = 0.462

CT

sait

Re 0 :=Re(t 0 ,p 0 ,J ( ,)

Re0 = 846.785

Reynolds number of orifice in sparger
tip at a Q std gas feed rate

Dt^-49-m

Inside diameter of tank

Atank :_

Cross sectional area of tank

A

•Dtaiik

tank= L217rrf

Wt.-773.15K

t ref :=273.15K

Qact^salbPsalt)
u

«=

PL:

Gas superficial velocity in fully melted
tank of salt at Q s t d gas flow rate

U„ = 0.737' mm

^tank
2.575-5.13.10

4

-K

gm

l

• (t salt - t ref )

cm
lb
pL=144.739-T

ft3
Pg_salt:= p(t s a n,p s a i t )

kg
Pg_s; lt= 0.144-^

Gas density in salt at probe tip

m

296

BrfQ):=

s, sal

A 1 IT)
0.98

f
in

PL- —

eg(Q 0 )= 0.076

,0.19

•,0.44

Q

1

kg
,0.16

°salt

kgy

Reilly et. al. (1994) estimation of gas
hold-up at a 30 slpm feed rate to the
+ .009 column (within 30% accurate). All
units must be in SI for this to work (the
SI default for MathCad and should not
be changed without great care.)

Volume of the liquid + gas in the tank
will expand 7.6% at a 30 slpm feed rate

0

oseA^n g c u w

^/\uv/Da
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Fig. 2 Gas hold-up versus gas flowrate
1

l

1

1

1

^ J

0.08 [-

.._.. ,

a 0.06
Q

/
,

0.04 L-

t

0.02

5-10

0.001
Gas flow rate, m3/s

0.0015

In Figure 2, the gas hold-up using Reilly's equation is independent of sparger design but is
widely accepted correlation j.nd wis! generally be correct within about 30%.

(^d0-asajt)

Classic bubble diameter assuming
single bubble, homogenous bubble
stream regime.

0.212m

du:=

U'(PL-Pg_sail)j
f 3755-K^
LIT
L

:=0.1 16ev

y

100

poise
100

ML = 14.918-

Salt viscosity from Thoma (1971),
p.114.

A bubble size estimate that covers the range of operations during MSRE operations is the
theoretical equation developed by Gaddis and Vogelpohl (1985). This equation was developed
for single orifices but applies well to rnuitipie orifices and fluids other than water and air. The
model is accurate up to transition to the jetting regime and for liquids ith very low up to very
high viscosities. A plot of bubble size versus gas flow rate is given in Figure 3.
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Fig. 2 Bubble Size from Gas Distributor
3

1

1

1

1
Plot of bubble size
using the
Gaddis-Vopelpohl
equation.

12

-

rr----""""1

/

/,-'••"
!

i

1

1

5-10

0.001
0.0015
Gas flow rate. m3/s
One 0.493" orifice
Six 3/16" orifices

From Figure 2, the bubble diameter appears is independent of the orifice diameter at a constan
gas flow rate except at very lew gas flow rates. However, since there are to be six orifices
instead of one omice, the ave age bubble size will be much reduced and mass transfer
enhanced. For a 30 sipm ga? flow, the bubble sizes will be as follows:

d b (Qo,0.493in) = 1.01i i m
Qo
d

b

n

holes

: 0.5m

1/11/2001

Sheet No.

8 L11Li

r

1/5/2001

Bubble size for single orifice of 0.493"
diameter at a probe feed rate of Q
Bubble size produced by 3/16" orifice at a
probe gas feed rate of Q,
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Therefore, six smaller orifices with a smaller cross section that a single orifice will produce
bubbles less than half the diameter compared to the large single orifice. Given the H/D during
hydrofluorination is less than one, this difference will mean improved mass transfer for the
mass transfer limited process during hydrofluorination. Based on the drop in the surface to
volume when smaller bubbles are generated, the mass transfer should be significantly better
than the original single orifice design, especially when probe tip submergence is low.
Given the very low gas superfi ial velocity in the tank, the bubble stream should be
homogeneous or transitional. The bubble size estimated with Gaddis-Vopelberg equation is
about 5x that predicted by the single bubble, homogeneous flow model. Generally, according
to Kumar et. al. (1976),when i[he void fraction is below about 10%, the gas is dispersed and
moves freely as discrete bubb ses in the liquid continuous phase. At higher gas rates, larger
bubble form in addition to a b<»se population of small bubbles. It is possible to calculate the
transition void fraction from sr lall bubble to this heterogeneous bubble stream for systems
other than air-water using the method outlined by Letzel et. al. (1999).

B:=3.85
,0.12

etrans : = - 5 9 B

salt"

1.5

3^
m

0.96

Empirical formula for the
transitional void fraction predicted
by Reilly where B is an
approximation based primarily on
air-water data

kg J

ffsalf

kg.
PL'

m
kg

strans = ° - 0 3 2

Knowing the transitional void fraction, the transitional superficial gas velocity in the molten salt
tanks can be caiculated and rompared to the calculated superficial gas velocity at a maximum
30 slpm gas feed rate during hydrofluorination. The single bubble rise velocity from Reilly et.
al. (1986) may be caiculated using SI units and then the transition velocity to heterogeneous
flow may be estimated
0.12
0 >!

f

v

small :

(

^salr '

1

kaj

2.84-

,0.04

r

V s m a l l = 29.64: cm

a s a it = 0.12:

: kg

Pg salt 7"

Utrans : ~ Ysmall*^trans'\1 ~ t:trans)

Utaans

cm
: 0.926IT

%Transition := •
^ trans

%Transition = 0.08

Transition velocity to
heterogeneous bubble flow by
Krishna and Ellenberger cited in
Letzel e t a l . (1999).
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It appears that the hydrofkiorination will proceed in transition zone from single bubble,
homogenous to a heterogeneous bubble stream. Since mass transfer rates are proportional to
the gas hold-up fraction, the transition velocity represents one optimum operating point. That
is, up to the transition velocity the ratio of superficial gas velocity to gas hold up fraction is
essential constant. An increase in gas flow rate will yield a directly proportional increase in
gas hold up and, therefore, irurease mass transfer rate up to the transitional velocity. All this
really means is that if Reilly et. al. (1986) equation can be trusted, mass transfer will improve
as the gas flow rata is increased up to and beyond the planned 30 slpm. Given the estimated
transitional superficial gas velocity and assuming a 50% error in this estimation for
conservatism, the optimum grs flow-rate for maximum mass transfer should probably be:
11

Q,optimum •"

r~\

^ ,.,
~'

Qoptimum
1

=

y

18^.532

1/11/2001

Sheet No.

mm

This estimate is ;: alnly a thee eticai curiosity since it is not possible to operate at this flow
rate. However, tf.'s flow rate ••"ould not create unacceptable entrainment. Never the less,
these calculations show that i : ;e nominal feed rates will result in hydrofluorination at very
acceptable and well understood conditions with respect to bubble reactor design. The
calculation also shows there is a benefit from using a multiple orifice sparger tip design for
maximum mass transfer compared to a single orifice design.
Temperature of improved Sparger Tip
According to Williams (1999a), melt does not proceed rapidly below the sparger tip. Liquid
circulation is typically not goon below sparger tips because the liquid circulation cell is above
the tip. However, when the te-ik heaters are turned on at the end of the run circulation should
be improved.
The effectiveness of the sparnertip to melt salt may somewhat a function of the tip
temperature. It Iras been pointed out that adding more metal to the tip of the sparger will
insulate it and slow penetration into the salt. However, because the sparger tip must also
allow gas to pass, It will not normally be inserted hard into the solid salt which may interrupt
gas flow and create a back pressure spike, it would be desirable to put the heat as close to
the solid liquid interface to promote melting. The original sparger tip has an open end and
would be easily plugged if inserted into the salt whereas the new probe passes gas through the
probe sides and would be less like to plug when it strikes the solid-liquid interface. However,
adding a *!4" of stsel to the tip of the probe will Insulate the tip and it is the purpose of this
calculation to determine if this is at aii significant.
The maximum amount of heat the probe tip must transfer occurs at a full power of 1800 watts
in the tip. Conservative, heat tosses due to cool feed gases entering the tip and due to axial
conduction up the probe will be neglected. Visualize now that the heat must be dissipated to
the liquid through the exterior surface of the 6" tip heated section plus the tip area. For
simplicity, the area for heat loss is calculated assuming the tip is a cylindrical with a flat end.
From Figure 1 above the area of the end of probe for the first 6" heat section may be calculated
as:
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Tip OD

told :== 0;5in

nftW:=

hold •= ; 6.Sm

%

l

'

Thickness of tip

m

Heights of old and new tips
including a 6" heated section and a
1" tall tip.

h n e w : - 7 in

(

°

A

b_old : = - \ D l i p

A

b ne\,v : ~ T ' ^ t i p

'^
-dtubeicl

Area of bottom of sparger tip

j

Area of bottom of new tip

A

old : ^ rc-Dtjp -hole! + Ab_o!d

A

new^=7C-D tip -i) new -!- A b

A

new

o!d = 53.1 in"

" n holes'| T

Outside area of the old and new
sparger tip and first 6" heated
section of the probe

'ao

n e w <= 56.879m"

W

Hastelloy '•= i 9 Z ~ 7

Thermal conductivity of Hastelloy-N
tip taken from manufacturer's data
at650°C

q : = 1800 W

Maximum heat output of the bottom
heating element of the probe

k

Assume the heat ?oss per unit surface area, or heat flux, is identical for the entire tip surface,
then the temperature drop froni the top to the bottom of the sparger tip may be calculate
knowing the thickness of the f'D, the thermaf conductivity of the tip, and the cross sectionaf
area % heat flow.
AA x

%

(

old:=-\D
\ l i n.
4

2

~>\

-dtubcicfj

A.xold = 4.295in-

Cross-sectional area of old sparger
tip metal

The cross-sectional area of metal m the new tip is reduced by the cross-sectional area of the six
holes in the sparger tip.

n / ~. 2
AXnew : - 7 \ Di::p - d ^ ^

A x n e w = 3.228ir

: - l^oles

,

( D ;ln ~ d tubeid)

Cross-sectional area of new sparger
tip metal

0

1/11/2001
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AT r M ,;-. - 35.12K

Estimated temperature drop from top
to bottom of the old tip

ATnewtip=91.l2X

Estimated temperature drop from top
to bottom of the old tip

cId

2^\
TtDtip

q-

AT,newjip

V Anew J
k

Ax

Hastelioy * new

Therefore, the temperature of +he bottom of the new sparger will be about 56°C cooler than
the old tip when ihe probe temperature is at Its maximum and at maximum heat input.
During initial probe penetration the power will be much less than the 1,800 watts assume so
the temperature difference between the bottom of both probes will be far less as well. While
the new tip design is slightly cooler it is still much hotter than the melting point of the salt. If
desired, increasing the initial temperature from 650°C to 700°C will make the new sparger tip
temperature match the original sparger tip which was tested by Williams (1999a).

0

1/11/2001
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^old

V A o!d
k

Date
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The pressure drop in t he central tube of the sparger in the sparger tip may be estimated using
the method outlined in Crane's Handbook (1980) for compressible gases. The pressure drop is
very low because the iflow regime is laminar flow through the tube and sparger tip. Since the
gas is almost 90% he i'um, the properties of helium will be used for pressure drop calculations.
The heat capacity rai \o for a monatomic gas, like helium, is 5/3 or about 1.7. The flow rate
as a function of pressure drop is taken from page 3-4 of Crane Co. (1980) and then solved for
pressure drop, Ap.

q=C0J

Ap
Pin
100000
K-loss

g

solve ,Ap

Kl(OSS
250

[pin-Q) 'Y^citube J

The equal:;:sn above differs from that given In Crane which was not purely an SI formula. To
make it an S". formula the units of AP had to be changed from bars to Pascal and the tube
diameter tor: millimeters to meters.
A simple tr-.cj/sis is ^ e q u a t e to stew the pressure drop is negligible.
Molecular weight of air
mole
MW
J

g-

Sl:. = 0.202

Density ratio of gas mixture over air

Mube :=36Qin

Length of 3/8" Sch 40 central tube in sparger
probe

K,other := 1.

Kfactor for entrance and exit losses and 1 180°
bend form Crane Co. (1980)
Turbulent friction factor for 3/8" pipe
extrapolated from chart on page A-26 of Crane
(1980)

.029

K 9 0 - 0.87

^factor f ° r

, ( !/tube ^
-i- 3-K9Q + Knthcr
'ti ~
"^ °tubeid j

Total K ^ ^

K9o:=30-f t

Noss

:=1

a s

^ort

ra

dius 90° elbow

for inner pipe of probe

K l o s s - 25.286
Y:= 1

1/11/2001

Sheet No.

Appendix A Estimated Process Gas Pressure Drop Inside the Sparger Tube

Y- d t u b e -1000r

0

Trial and error for net expansion factor from
Net Expansion Factor chart on page A-22 of
Crane (1980) Since it has a value of unit, the
specific heat ratio is not relevant in this
calculation so the earlier assumption of
helium's specific heat ratio is irrelevant.
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CQ := 0.0002864-m
kg

Constant in formula from Crane Co. (1980)
with units inferred to produce pressure as the
final result
7

Qact(%JrbPg_in)
Ap:=
10000000

0

Rev. No. _0
Date 1/11/2001

2

Ap=0.122torr
t

c

Y

p( gjn>Pg_in)- o"- ^- 'tubeid

Therefore, as assumed, pressure drop of the gas in the inner tube of the sparge probe may be
neglected at the maximum Planned feed rate of 30 slpm. For that matter, the pressure drop
will be negligible throughout system as long as the cross-sectional flow area is not too different
from a 3/8" pipe.
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EXHIBIT "I"

Noel de Nevars
Consmilltiiig Engineer
U )6 Butler Ave.
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84] 02
80]-58]-6024
Fax 801-585-9291
NoeLdeNevers@ utali.edu
June 29, 2006

Mr. Edward ML Garret!
Garrett and Garrett
2091 East 1300 South, Suite 201
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108

Dear Mr. Garrett
As you requested, I have reviewed the documents you provided concerning the
Heatsource vs Bechtel-Jacobs litigation, and hereby present my findings.
Documents reviewed
In addition to the discussion with }7ou and Mr. Andrew Nelson in my office on April 20,
and our phone discussions, I have consulted the following documents:
Affidavit of Andrew Nelson, dated August 24,2005 with exhibits A through G
A larger version of the drawing that forms Exhibit D of the Affidavit
Pages 7 and 8 of "Technical Specification, Salt Melting and Processing Probe
System", Rev. No. 01,01/21/00
Pages 1 through 30 of "Technical Specification, Salt Melting and Processing
Probe System", Rev. No. 02,12/08/00
Diversified Metal Products, Inc. Procedure Test Plan, Revision B, 4/27/01
E-mails between James Maupin (Bechtel Jacobs) and Herb Pollard (Diversified
Metal) dated 5/22/01,7/24/01, 7/26/01, and 8/6/01.
Simple history
Based on these documents and on discussions with you and Mr. Nelson it appears
certain that

] -hi the summer of 2000 Mr. Nelson agreed lo produce high temperature heaters
for a salt-melting probe for Diversified Control Systems.
2-Mr. Nelson produced and tested a prototype, heater based on verbal
specifications. He then received a purchase order on 11/17/00 for four such
heaters and delivered them in May 2001.
3-Based on tests of these heaters Mr. Nelson prepared a revised design and
delivered the revised heaters in August 2003.
4-A contract dispute occurred over payment for the second set of heaters and the
cost of developing them. That dispute is the basis of this lawsuit.
The differences between the two sets of heaters
The first set of heaters were tested to a heater temperature of 650°C satisfactorily,
but were not satisfactory at heater temperatures of 7G0°C. The revised heaters functioned
satisfactorily at 800°C.
To make the new heaters suitable for the higher temperature., Mr. Nelson made
the following changes:
1-The brass body of the heaters was replaced with, a higher-melting point copper
body.
2-The split sheath, calrod-type heating elements (4 per zone, 375W each) w7ere
replaced with U-shaped calrod-type heating elements (2 per zone, 750W each).
3-The different heaters required different machining of the metal body to
accommodate them.
4-The different heaters required different electrical connections.
I consider these changes to be substantial and not trivial.
Conflicting specifications and test procedures
According to Mr. Nelson, he designed, built and delivered the heaters based on
the verbal descriptions provided to him, and only saw the written descriptions, drawings
and specifications as a result of pre-trial discovery in the lawsuit.
The various specifications and e-mail discussions reveal that:
1-Some of the specifications call for the probes and their heaters to be tested
while immersed in waier. others while immersed m air.

2-The specifications indicate thai the probe will be subjected lo 650°C molten
salt.
3-The five independent heaters were specified to have power inputs of at least
3 500 \V for the lower heater and 1200 W for the upper A healers.
4-The healers were specified to be capable of sustained full-power operation at
800°C for at least 1000 hours, with the probe immersed in water, with the sheath
temperature at least 650°C Tins is presumably boiling water at a temperature of
3 00°C
Based on the available documents it is not clear or certain what specification Mr.
Nelson was required to meet in the first set of heaters he designed, fabricated and
delivered. Based on his testimony, the second, modified set he delivered met all of these
specifications.
Conclusion
Mr. Nelson designed, fabricated and delivered two sets of heaters, which were
substantially different in mechanical and electrical configuration, in response to what he
understood were two different specifications. There is no evidence in the documents I
have reviewed that the first set of heaters he delivered did not meet the specifications that
were verbally given to him.
Respectfully submitted

Noel de Nevers, Utah Professional Engineer #141790. Date UlA
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